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THAW DECLAREbi
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THEY'RE OFF! PRESIDENTIAL RACE FOR

TO BE FULLY

STARTS.

FORAKER-TAF-

SANE

f

VAST

LEADING FIRST HEAT

T

THE WAY IT IS, JUST NOW

rr,

Th Evenlnf CUIten, m Ativan, M pw
Delivered by Carriers, to
par iwntn.

EVILS

OF

MRS.

GREGORY

THE STRIKE

PAGE TELLS

AVERTED

HER STORY

FROM THIS TIME
Calmer Judgment and Able Jury Excluded While She ReEfforts of Federal Officpeats Words That Caused
ials Triumph.
Page to Strike Jones.

Jerome Refused More Time
to Get Appelate Court
to Stop Trial.

CONTEST

ON

FIERCE

JUDGE WANTED UNANIMOUS

PROSPECTS

DEPORT FOR OR AGAINST

tional Convention Will
Convene.

But Dr. Pulzell Would Not Modify
His Opinion That Thaw Is Not
Sane as He Seems to be.

'

ACTION OF FORMER HAS
Olney anil Mcliure of the
with Justice
commission remained
Fitzgerald for more than nn hour ami
a hiilf
fter Pulzel withdrew. They
.1
and underhade Fitzgerald good-by- e
stood thnt their connection with the
The Judge accepted
i use was ended.
All Other Aspirants Must Now
the report that Thaw is now sane.

the Thaw lunacy commission was
In the language of the order
by Justice Fitzgerald when ordering
inquiry.
The commissioners dethe
clared it to be their unanimous belief
"that the defendant, Harry K. Thaw,
understanding
is capable of rightly
his own position, of appreciating the
nature of the charges against him,
and of rationally conferring with his
counsel at this time of his examination."
The entire report of the commission
covers three typewritten pages and
will not be made public.
District Attorney Jerome said that
if the court rules against his application for access to the minutes of the
Thaw commission In lunacy, he will
ask time to decide whether he shall
apply to the appellate division for a
the
writ of prohibition to prevent
trial from proceeding.
Fitzgerald discharged the Jury until
.Monday, declining to grant more time
for Jerome to apply to the appellate
division for a writ of prohibition.

touched

COMMISSION WAS NOT
AISLE TO BE I'NAN l.MOL'S
New York, April 4. In anlicipa
tion of a verdict by the commission

which for more than a week has bean
inquiring into the present state of
mind of Harry K. Thaw, a large
crowd had gathered at the criminal
court room today. Tne commission
sat late last night considering the
evidence and reported early today
that there was a division of senti
ment in the commission, the two
laymen differing from the view ex
pressed by the medical expert. This
report coul.d not be verified.
AM, NIGHT
sT IISTILL
COILD

AND
NOT AGREE.
When Justice Fitzgerald called the
Thaw jury into court at 11:30 today,
the commission In lunacy appointed
to inquire into the present condition
of the defendant hud not been able to

agree upon a verdict.
The Jury win
excused until 2 o clock, by whlcn
time Justice Fitzgerald said he hoped
definite
he would have something
before him. The commission sat until
trying to
o'clock this morning
It
agTee upon a verdict, but failed.
went Into session again in Justice
Fitzgerald's chambers at 10:30 today.
Fitzgerald is very anxious to have a
unanimous report from the commission, one way or the other, and it was
for this reason decided to give them
more time.
AM, Till'.
Ilt. ITT7.KI.li HAS
COURAGE OF CONVICTIONS.
Following
adjournment
of
the
court. Justice Fitzgerald again went
into conference with the three lunacy
commissioners. In less than fifteen
minutes Dr. Putzell, of the commission, left the chamber alone.
He
court
walked out of the criminal
building briskly and with the air of
finality. His action in withdrawing
from the conference gave rise to the
report that he submitted a minority
report and that ho was unwilling to
c hance
his views in any way.
Dr. Putzell declined to discuss the
matter In any way. It Is said that
his report declared that while Thaw
wa-- s apparently able to consult
with
his counsel in a fairly rational manner, this did not Indicate that he is
mentally sound In every way.
The majority report is said to de
clare that Thaw is sane.
It was said In the district attor
ney'R office today that Justice Fltz
gerald has the right to accept the
majority or minority report, as his
views may dictate.
There is prece
dent, it was added, for the acceptance
of a minority report from a commls
slnn in lunacy. It is reported that
Fitzgerald adjourned court in order
to consult authorities as to which report, it either, he should accept under
the circumstances.

Chicago. April 4. 2:40 p. m. The
western railroads and the conductors
and trainmen have reached agree
ment.
PROSPE4TS W'EHK QUITE
GOOD EARLY THIS MOHNING
ChlcHgo, April 4. The representa
lives of the federal government, who
have for several days been trying to
bring (ibout peace between the west
ern railroads and the trainmen and
conductors, hnve begun to see the
end of their labors. It is the general
opinion today that the situation is
more promising than at any time dur
ing the past week, tloth sides are said
to have made slight concessions and
as they were not at any time very far
apart It Is believed that an adjust
ment will be reached soon.
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HARRIMAN TAKES ANOTHER
FLINO AT THE PRESIDENT
Washington, April 4. Arguments
In the famous Harrlman case, which
was heard by the interstate commerce commission a few weeks ago,
were begun before the commission
today.
The- proceedings are not in
the nature of a hearing, but are
merely an argument Involving ths
question whether the Union Pacific
and the Southern Pacific are competing lines.
on the results of the
arguments may depend whether Harrlman and his assistants are to be
prosecuted as a combination in restraint of trade, under the provisions
of the Sherman anti-trulaw.
It
has not been determined
as yet
whether the commission will endeavor to force Harrlman to answer
the questions which he refused to
answer at the hearing of the commission. It is not likely that any decision on this point will be reached
until the commission has obtained
through the arguments begun today
all the light that may be thrown on
the matter.
st

HARRIMAN IIKMIS HE
WANTED THE SENATOIWHIP.
New York, April 4. E. H. Harrlman today made the following statement relative to the recent exchange
of correspondence between 'resident
Roosevelt and hlmslf:
"1 do not intend to continue this
controversy. Kverybody knows that
the contest for senatorship In 1904
was between Messrs. Black and
and there could not possibly
have been any other candidate.
There was no bargain by which
money was to be raised in consideration of having Depew appointed ambassador to France and my being
made United States senator, and my
letter to Webster does not so. state.
That part of the agreement was for
the purpose of harmonizing
the
Black-Depeforces, if it should become necessary."
w

FALLING WALLS HURT
FULLY TIIIHTV I'lllKM EN
New York, April 4. Thirty firemen
CITY DIRECTORY among them Chief Croker, were hurt
by the falling debris, and the damage
is estimated at $50,000, caused by a
fire in a
building In Maiden
Lane today. Only two of the injured
The city directory for 107,
men are severely hurt. Nearly 100
previously announced
for an 4 firemen were ut work on the burning
earlier date, but which from- 4V4V building when an explosion ripped off
unavoidable causes has been dethe roof and shook down portions of
layed, is rapidly Hearing com- - 4 the walls into the street.
At the
pletlon. The Citizen Publishing
sound of the explosion the firemen
company desires to make this the 4 lied, but thirty were caught in the
most complete as well as accu- - 4 falling debris.
rate publication of its kind to far
undertaken in the city, and with f POSTAL TO RAISE
that end in view will begin the
NIGHT MIXSAGE KATE
publication of the list of names 4
in its issues of next week. Albu- - 4
querque residents are requested 4
Superintendent Itlack ot the 4
to
with the manage- ngement by watching the list as 4 4 Postal Telegraph company ar- it progresses and by at once re- rived in Albuquerque today from 4
porting to this office mistakes. 4 4 HI Paso. He sent today in con- - 4
either of om mission or commls- - 4 4 ference with officials of the local 4
sion.
Mr. Black would make 4
4 4 office.
Attention Is also called to the S 4 no official statement regarding a 4
fiurt that city directories furnish
4 raise of rates for telegraph mes- - 4
a most valuable, as well as per- - 4 4 sages other than to state posi- - 4
manent medium for advertising 4 4 tlvely that the day rates would 4
and it is hoped that before the 4 4 not be raised. It Is understood
work goes to publication many
4 that the conference today had to 4
more of the city's enterprises will
4 do with the raising of the night 4
be added to the already large list 4 4 rates on the 30 40 and 50 cent
secured through solicitation.
4 41 messages. The cost of keeping 4
If the solicitor fails to call up- - 4 4 night operators to handle these 4
on you come around yourself and 4 4 messages. 11 is said, doea not pay 41
iielu make this a record direct.
4 and such an Increase in rates will 4
ory.
be made.
4
f 41 probably
1 1 1
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1 1 1
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Beilis. Turkish Armenia. Suf- Mob Incited by Women Stone

fers Great Destruction
of Property.

the Tram and Throw
Men Into Panic.

t4T44TrrY4TttYlTTl!

PUOSPEtTS
TO
GET HETTEIl ANI HETTER
At the conclusion of the meeting
between the rv.auagers and the committee of trainmen and conductors,
today. t wus announced that the prospect for a quick and peaceful settlement Is bright. Grand Master Mor-rlssof the trainmen, said: "Negotiations are still 011 and there is fair
chance of a peaceful solution. We
reached no definite conclusion this
morning but the situation is brightening."
Slason Thompson, secretary of the
general managers' association,
announced today that he believed it
highly probable that the dispute will
be settled before tomorrow morning.
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PHESIIYTERIAN COLLEGE
DEDICATED AT DUBUQUE.
Dubuque. Ia., April 4. The main
building of the Presbyterian German
Theological college was dedicated today and extra exercises will bo held
tomorrow. The college Is Just about
completed ot a cost of (100,000.
This afternoon a German program
of great Interest
was filled, Kev.
Schmidt, of Freston, III., receiving
the building formally. The dedication address was made by Kev. John
Shaw, D. D. The service of dedication was very elaborate.

NOT MANY LIVES LOST
LABOR LODGING HOUSE
OF THADE .Il'MI- BUT MUCH DESTITUTION
DISASTROUSLY BURNED HOARD IiANT
OVER NEW RATES.
Chicago, April 4. The importance
as a grain market has
Constuninople, April 4. The folCleveland, April 4. A special train of Chicago
received an Impetus, and an enlowing dispatch was received here to- of the Nickel Plate, bearing non hanced
milling and malting indusday from Hev. Uoyal M. Cole, head union men going to Lorain, Onto, try has been added to the manuwhere the yards of the American facturing projects
of the American mission at Bellls, Shipbuilding company
that have made
tied up by Chicago a manufacturing
centre.
Turkish Armenia. April 3. At 10 strike, wus stoned by are
as
a
mob
Just
o'clock In the forenoon of March 29 u was puinng into tne company s The efforts of E. K. lloyd. trnfljc
manager
of the board of trade, have
there burst on us the worst earth- yarns.
on
were panic strick- been responsible
quake witnessed in forty years, In en andAlltwenty-fiv-board
the new order
e
Jumped
the of things. In theforpast
It hns been
these regions. Such was its force that train and fled. Hardly one from
on the the practice to
allow grain stopped
our city seemed to be in the Jaws of irain escaped Injury, and one man
some monster which would shake us wus badly hurt. The mob was urged at mills on a direct line to be
Into shreds, as a mastiff does his 011 by women,
after milling to final
voices could be
on the same through
rate
game. Down came plastering, furnit- heard above thewhose
din.
The
mob
also
This plivilege
ure was overturned, cracks were open- stoned Mold loft, inside the fence, within ninety days.
was accorded to all mills JocutyMl
ed in strong walls, roofs were shat- wnere tno strike
were west
breakers
of Chicago, but those located
tered, and the rain poured in.
housed, causing much damage.
within ninety days. This privilege
During the first duy there were
tied the privilege, and had to pay a
fourteen shocks and they still con- RESULTS OF FIRE NOT
premium for operating a mill In Chitinue. There have been twenty-eigSO
HAI
AS
FIRST
SAII
cago.
I'nder the new nrrangement,
Of 4,000 houses
shocks altogether.
San
Francisco,
4.
April
CalFiften
which becomes operative today, the
here over 3U0 have fallen and half of.
Ifornian laborers were burned
to rates break on Chicago, and the
the remainder have Loen seriously-damaged- death
and a score badly burned In a same divisions will apply through
The official report Is that fire which
destroyed
lodging
a
Chicago as In any other gateway.
house
eight were killed. Many were injurthe Potrero district of this city this Members of the board of trade are
ed and many churches, mosques and In
government buildings were damaged. morning, in an attempt to rescue an J jbiiant.
villages sustained unconscious man from the flames, W.
The surrounding
Cole fell from a ladder. He was
heavy shocks but no great loss of life. A.
terribly injured internally
and his
Famine prices prevail and there is condition
is critical.
Two of the in L
great poverty and extreme suffering.
Jured are not expected to live.
1 41 tor Information.
It now uppears that only one ier
was killed In the fire at 1'otrero
LEASING OF RANGE IN- son
last night, and sixteen injured. The
women and children who were re
ported missing have been found.
ht
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MEN

; a YVV
e e V T e
Sobbing bitterly and with her
speech punctured
with sighs, 4
Mrs. Gregory Page this morning
gave to Judge Abbott, the at- torneys for the defense and the Y
prosecution and to the court re- - 4V
porter the exact words Walter
Jones is alleged to have said to
her the first day she ever saw T
him, and which later, when she
had repeated them to her hus- - 4
band, caused him to assault 4k
Jones.
The jury was sent from the
room while the woman gave her 4V
testimony, which was as follows:
"Jonee came Into our hotel
early in the day. He had Just Y
arrived 4n town, he told me. and '
went directly to his room. I 4T
had seen his name on the reg- - t
Ister a few minutes before and eV
knew he was there, but had not 7
seen him.
I should
Judge It
was between S and 9 o'clock In 4
the morning when I saw him 4V
coming up the stairs. He went to 4
his room. About five minutes A
later I saw him in his room. He
told me he was sick and that he 4Y
wanted a fire built In the stove. 4t
our porter was not about Just 4
then, and us he was slower on 4V
his feet than I, I volunteered to 4V
build the fire and then Instructed T
the man how to manage the 4V
stove. Jones had told me he was eV
sick. I smetled liquor nn his
breath but at the time thought V
he might have taken a drink to 4V
steady himself.
4
"1 had finished' the fire and 4V
started to leave the room, when eV
I was conscious that he was fol- - eT
lowing me. This made me some- - if
what nervous, as I had decided eT
he was drunk. 1 stepped out In- - 4
to the hall when he called to
4Y
me."
Here Mrs. Page sobbed bitter- ly, and It wus sometime before 4
she continued.
4
"Then." said she, "Jones asked 4
me if I could send a girl to him.
I answered:
'You brute, what 4
kind of a place do you think I 4
am running?' He shrugged
his 4Y
shoulders and said: 'Excuse me. 4
1
was Just asking for informa- tion."
4
V f
4 I 4 4
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The moment of vital Interest In tha
Page murder trial came this morning when Mrs. Page, wife of the defendant, gave her testimony.
Mrs. Page finished her testimony
JCearly all of
before noon today.
the witnesses have been examined,
and the attorneys hope to give the
case to the Jury tomorrow morning.
Dr. Haines, of Albuquerque, who
had been the last witness In the chair
before noon, was called again at the
reconvening of court this afternoon.
The doctor Is being used by the defense as an expert witness. A great
many questions had been put to him
this morning, and were objected to
and sustained by the court.
This
same difficulty of procedure was encountered this afternoon.
Attorney Dobson, for the defense.
(Continued on Pngn l ive.)

HOUR

DIES IN

-

FIGHT

SANTA FE LAND OFFICE
MAY GET ANOTHER CLERK
Special to The Evening ICtlien.
Washington, April 4. The com.

Plnchofs Policy Wins Approval of Live Stock Association
After Stormy Session.

NEW

ii Mil iittf UYII

STRIKE

ATTACKED

De-pe-

see tit.

NOW

TO BREAK

TURKEY

Shall be Prosecuted
Under Sheman Law.

Har-rima-

er

er

IN TRAIN FILLED WITH MEN

FORTY YEARS IN

II YRHIMAN'S COUNSEL.
Washington. D. C, April 4. The
interstate commerce commission la
n
hearing today counsel for K. H.
as to his answering certain
questions which he did not answer
at the session at which he appeared.
The commission has talked of asking the court to compel Mr. Harri-ma- n
to answer those questions. The
counsel are also submitting additional testimony
and presenting arguments regarding the contention that
Union
Pacific nnd Southern railthe
roads are parallel
and competing
lines.
will
The commission
also
bring on any additional points they

York.

ten-fla-

HARRIMAN CASE BEFORE WORS T EARTHQUAKE

HEARING

ITS CASE

r

ey

ut

SIMMER
tilt EXCLUSION

TRAVEL.
April 4. For the
spring and summer travel the Southern Pacilic will make many summer
excursion rates between the east and
west, with stop-ovand other privileges, both going and coming. As a
rule, one fare for the round trip will
prevail. While these rates are mainly for big conventions in the east and
west, the general public will have
he benefit of them just the same.
y
Kastbound tickets will have a
limit, westbound sixty days, with
the choice of a different route reon
turning and stop-oveeither
trip. From June 6, 7, and 8, social
rates will be made for Scandinavians
who have chartered a steamer from
New York and a special train on the
Southern Pacific by way of Ogden
The members of
from California.
their party are going home, with the
xpe
i
tatlnns, as usual, of bringing
many of their countrymen with
Summer
excursion
ticket
them.
will be sold dally from June 1 to
September 15, Inclusive, from eastern territory to San Francisco and
l.os Angeles at the following rates:
From Cheyenne and Denver, $55;
Council Bluffs
from Kansas City.
iii.l Omaha. $ aO ; from Chicago $75,
uid $0 from New Orleans and St.
The final return on these
liui.--t
Mckets will be October 31st limited,
stop-ovprivileges going and
New

Cincinnati, April 4. They're off!
presi
The real. live,
dential campaign of 190$ has started.
Issues drawn by the sensational
Foraker-Ta- ft
challenges may be taken
as marking In billboard letters the
formal opening. From this time on
Mr. Common People will see a strenu
ous battle for the white house honor.
The political storm raging In this
state Is one of the most severe in its
history. There .was a decided stir
when Foraker suggested that the
presidential
and senatorial endorsements, heretofore
state convention
work, should be decided at open
primaries. His challenge was adiiotly
drawn, and while he apparently offered himself as a candidate for fcoth
posltions, he made no explicit statement to that effect. That, however,
is the construction placed upon It by
his fellow citizens. Including Secretary
The clear-"Taft and his managers.
answer of Taft, In which he pro
posed that he and Foraker stand for
both positions, the loser to be eliminated from Ohio politics, was sensational as much for its boldness as for
lt novelty.
Foraker's defl was called out by the
fact that Taft was running away with
Ohio. Most of the big party newspapers had lined up for .him, and they
but reflected the opinion of the masses of republicans.
With Taft about
to get into the saddle
here, strong
men In other states were declaring for
began
though Foras
to
him. It
look
aker, who felt that his aproval was
necessary to the decision of such a
question, would cut no figure. Then
he determined to assert his power in
an effort to pull down the big secretary of war.
In this state his action has had the
effect of rousing the battle spirit In
Taft's friends. They welcome the
fray, and could not be better pleased
than by an early measure of strength.
Their only fear Is that Foraker and
his senatorial colleague, Dick, who
are now in control of the state machine, will avoid the Issue or will
postpone the holding of the primaries
to so late a date that it will interfere
with the Taft canvass In other parts
of the country.
There seems to be no doubt that a
vast majority of Ohio republicans
favor Taft as against Foraker for the
presidency, but with the question unsettled the men against Taft would
be able to make extravagant claims as
to opposition to him In this state.
A primary vote on such a question
politics,
would be new In American
and would attract much attention
from that fact as well as on account
of the Important Interests Involved.
While things nre at fever heat in
this state, there is plenty of evidence
of the stir made elsewhere.
Taft In
now In the open. The other candidates will follow his example, with
the result that the contest for delegates will from this time on be hot in
every part of the country.
COMMISSION

RESTS

Particulars Not Given But Wire Sheriff Coddington Says That
Flashes Glad Tldngs AgreeJones Was Drunk and
ment Is Reached.
Not Delirlou?.

Meesrs.

.1EKOME DEMANDS RELAY
IN ORDER TO STOP TRIAL
New York, April 4. The finding of

PROSECUTION NOW

BETTER

1RNINGJET

a

In About Fifteen Alonths

GOOD THIS

Cheyenne, Wyo., April 4. After one
of the stormiest sessions in its history, the Wyoming Live Stock association passed resolutions favoring leasing of the federal range and requesting thut li cent per acre be made the
minimum charge and 1V4 cents the
maximum charge.
The leasing resolution was fought by
Governor H. 1). Hrooks. who said no
ts
man with the
of Wyoming In
view would favor Rueh a policy, (iov-ernwas attacked
position
Hrooks'
by H. T. Gay of Converse county, who
became so personal In his remarks
that President W. C. Irvine called him
to order. Gray insisted that he be permitted to discuss what he referred to
as the "statehouse gang." meaning
(iovernor Brooks and his associates,
and when again called to order by
the president hi; resigned from the
association. His attack on the governor and his latter action created a
sensation in the convention.
A surprise in connection with the
adoption of the leasing resolution was
that It was favored by an overwhelming majority of the small ranchmen
present. No public discussion of the
fencing question was Indulged in, this
being left to committees.
The reports of Die associations' inspectors at cat lie markets showed
that more than $500,000 worth of
Wyoming estrays were rescued in the
markets last jwr.
Kclter Alarket.
pel le r steady,
Si. laiuis. April 4.
im-res-

mlssioner of public lands, lately ap
pointed to nead the land commission
by the president, Is preparing a vig
orous proBecutlon of all illegal fencing of public lands.
If the business continues to proportionately increase, the Santa Fe
laud office will be allowed another
clerk.
DESIMiNDENT OVER HIS
HEALTH, HE HILLS HIMSELF
Kansas City, April 4. Myer L.
Wilson, aged 23 years, son of J I. I.
Wilson, a prominent business man,
shot himself on the street today
Half a dozen spectators were unable
to interfere, and when they reached
Wilson's side he was dead. Wilson
left a card reading
"I've lived long
enough."
The parents say he wiu
despondent owing to ill health.
200 RANCHERS WANTED

RESERVE GRAZING PERMITS
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two

hundred
native
office of
forest supervisor of the Manzano
forest reserve, yesterday in an
effort to secure grazing permits
fur their sheep and cattle. Wed- neBday was the last duy for the
Issuing of permits for tills re- serve and the number of ranch- ers who wanted permits was
greatly in excess of the number
anticipated. Supervisor
Harris,
however, made something of u
record, uttending to each and
every man who entered the of- flee between the time he opened
the doors at 8 a. m. until the
last had gone after C o'clock In
the evening. The Manzano re- serve is now well stocked wilh
livestock and no more permits
will be issued during the present
season. Few of those who de- sired permit were turned down

ranchers crowded the
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GAMBLING

VICTORY

Brewers

and Wholesalers Excitement of Election ReJoin In Crusade to Remove
sults In Death When ReGambling From Saloons.
turns Are Received.

Galveston, Texas, April 4. The
Texas Ilrewers' association and the
Wholesule Liquor Dealers' association
have Instituted u novel plan of ridding the saloons of all forms of
gambling as prescribed by the new
law.
They offer a
bond of $500,000 as a surety that
they will keep the saloons of Texas
free from cards, dice, dominoes and
slot machines. They are sending out
In, 000 notices to the saloon men and
have organized a secret service corps
of 300 men. who are to tour the stale
ami furnish evidence of violations of
the laws.
Counsel has been retained and any
saloonkeeper who allows dice, cards
or dominoes to be exhibited in his
establishment
will
be prosecuted.
Counsel for the brewers and wholesalers drafted the bill now pending
In the legislature
to revoke the license of any saloonkeeper who permits women of ill repute to frequent
his establishment.
The association
has set aside $200,000 to be used In
the campaign to enforce the provisions of the new
law.
which prohibits games of chunce lo
saloons.
The beer manufacturers
and wholesalers will make this police
organization permuneiil, and will set
aside $100.0111) annually ru- the maintenance of clean saloons
There are
seventy-tw- o
dry communities
in
Texas, and live i'iun(ie
were regained from tlie prohibitionists by
driving out lln- iln.s and
dean saloons
g

-

Central City. Colo., April 4. James
(illmour, the newly elected mayor,
suddenly while in the Teller
house Tuesday evening, while receiving the congratulations of friends and
neighbors. Death Is supposed to have
been duo to heart trouble, which. It
Is believed, was aggravated through
the hard work of today's election and
the excitement resulting in victory.
While conversing with friends, he
shivered mid asked for a chair, at the
same time gasping for breath. A few
minutes later he seemed to recover,
but w hile another friend was congratulating him he suddenly gave a gasp
and expired. Physicians were hastily
summoned and used every effort to
revive him, but without uviiil.
Mr. liilinour was '.,H yeais old and
was one of the most popular melt in
his county, having resided lore continuously for over 30 years. He had
always taken an active part in poliics.
and was a slauncii republican. A few
months ago he completed a successful
term of four years us postmaster,
uiaklni; u fine record. He had long
been engaged ill mining, being assoIton-dciated w.tli the Oregory-llobtuiami oilier large properties as
and at the time of his
death was suiiessf ully managing the
Chase mine. He was also largely interested in mines and milling proper-in- s
in Ihe Peiigo district und was regarded as a thoroughly practical mining mail.
Ho leaves Ihree daughters
and two son. He was u prominent
member and a tru.-le- e
of ihe Klks. The
entire lommunily mourns his lo- -.
A.
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remarkably
Japan Is progressing
well since the war anil famine, nc- ordlng to reports received at the
cpartinent of commerce ana lanor.
he mikado's subjects evidently are
i.
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nut tniiiKtng 01 more naion iu mu- They are devoting themselves
liier.
For examine,
the art of pence.
OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
etuins published hy the Japan ioi- ni Spinners association show mat
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE the
number of spindles in the mills
of the spinning companies belonging to the association stood 1.609.120
at the mil of 1906. The numocr oi
weaving looms was 9,601. an Increase
of 456. as compared with figures six
months previous, liver one hundred
thousand spindles are being added
or projecteii.
Among the new enterprises started
or contemplated in japan ni; me
following:
Automonii(. company
Kioto
The
has been organized wllh a capital
$ l.r.iKi.iuiii
I
to operate a public
motor service.
The Japan Celluloid company has
begun the construction "1 its facljryit Aboshi.
The company s head ot(1c(
is In London, and a Rood deal
two has been t aken in
nun.
of the $ J.
England and Germany. It Is expect
that the company will be utile to
Can be Had Only by Disturb- ed
manufacture a ton of artitlelal sllK
three tons of celluloid per day.
ing Tariff and May Produce andBronze
manufacturers In Takaokn,
which district is noted fu- bronze
Much Trouble Here.
work, have agreed to form a company with a capital of $500,000 for
the manufacture of their product.
I'
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Japan Continues to Make Great
Strides In the Upbuilding of
Her Home Industries.
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RAILROAD NOTES
Trainmaster I'. Ripley is In
city from San Marclal on official
ness.

Uentleman-

-

eecond-han-

TO

LOAN

d

We have alwiit $.1,000 to loan In
clothing. No. 611 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send ad- sums oi $1,00 or less on real estate
dress and will call. R. J. Sweoney, seiiu iij a 8 per
cent. Set usl
proprietor.
FOIl HEXT.
- Furnished rooms and
For
rknttents. 413 South Rrondwny.
FmR HrJNT Front room, southern
exposure, screened porch. 417 W.
CO.
Fruit avenue.
FUR RENT Pleasant,
216 West Cold Are.
rooms, near business center;
rates reasonable.
Corner Sixth
andRallrond. Apply at rear.
FGR RENT House.
Also heifen
CARDS
calf. 3 weeks old. for sale.
Call PROFESSIONAL
(it 212 South High street, or 610
South Walter.
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE Agood blgcow, will" be
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
FUR SALE Party will sacrllice typetine first class ratchet setter
writer, good as new.
at once.
Address
2 Stonemastons, $4 per day.
Typewriter, care Citizen ofllce.
2 Bench Men, $3.50 per
Jersey
FOR SALE Thoroughbred
dav.
10 Miners, $2.50 to $3 per day.
bull, coming four. Address or In
Baker, $16 to $18 per wek.
quire ef J. C. Hemenderfer, 6 miles
Teamsters, $2.25 per day.
south of Albuquerque.
Solicitors, on commission.
you
FUR SALE At the "Variety"
Canvassers,
on commission.
will find fine home made bread, 6c
Girls for housework.
pies baked
a loaf; doughnuts,
Short order cook at once.
beans, soup and other good things
strictly home made.
Phone 710.
SOUTHWESTERN EMPLOY- -'
Mrs. Downs. 506 South Arno St.
MENT AGENCY,
FUR
SALE The Claude Girard
Phone. S07. No. 110 S. Sec. St.
property on Mountain road, first
house we.t of acequla, near Sixteenth street. Inquire on premises
LAWTERS.
or at 300 North Proadway.

PORTERFIELE

East Railroad Avenue

EXPERT RECOVERS LARGE

RED

MONEY to LOAN

At once.

MONEY

l ife Building.

riione, ninck

a ni '!

A

I

-

Colo

at"

one snort order
Pianos, Organ,
Furniture,
Apply to 1'. W. Yunker. On
cook.
Horses, Wagons and .other Chattels;
Socorro, N. M.
WANTKIJ
Salesman and collector. also on SALARIES AND WARB-1IOUS- E
Good proposition for right man.
RECEIPTS, aa low aa $lt
IM' South Second street.
and as high at $200. Loans are
WA.NTfcO
Woman
private.
for general quickly made and strictly
housework; good wages; no wash- Time: One month to one rear given.
ing.
Apply 600 North Fourth.
Goods remain In your
possession.
Ua.Vt Kl A nil I for genu I ; house Our rates are reasonabla. Call and
work, small family. Miss Arnold, see us before borrowing.
TJ4 West Copper avenue.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
WANTED More work for a first- - Steamship tickets to and from all
a
laundry.
Lace curtains
class hand
parts of the world.
specialty. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
4Q3 West TIJerns avenue. (Colored.)
315 West Railroad Ave.
WANTKD
ladies wanting stylish
PRIVATE OFFICES.
millinery and dressmaking, call on
Open Evenings.
Miss Crane, 512
North Second
Also apprenstreet. Prices low.
'Phone 944.
tices wanted.
WANTKI
At once, one male cook,
two female cooks, chambermaids
and waitresses. Colburn's EmployWest
109
ment Agency.
Silver

PHARMACY
Occidental

"r.e,f buys

tel.

The HIGHLAND

TREATY

K

wa.Ti:i

always
Don't
how
think
you
cheap
can get them.
Think instead, where you can
get the freshest, the purest
and strongest and come where
you can always get them. We
have only one quality the
BEST ALWAYS.
.And our
prices are always the lowest,
quality considered.

I"

I!T.

rKitsoxAii rmii'FKTY roAxs.

WANTEO.

WANT

DRUGS
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

When You Need

Turin uniirn in rninnn

IU

THURSDAY. APRIL

the

busi-

We Want

W. H. llrown, traveling freight and
passenger agent for the Santa Fe, haj
gone to Kansas City on business for
(By ticorge K. Adams.)
the road.
Washingtoti, D. C, April 4. Fre
quent conferences between Secretary
Fred Wilson, formerly of the Santa
!
f State Root and Ambassador Speck
of Art.
Fe and now of the Southern Pacific
representing
the
von sternnurg.
company,' passed through the city
kaiser at this capital, have caused
this morning en route to Chicago.
renewal of gossip that the trade dif
Philadelphia. April .1 What is ad
ferences between the United States
The Santa Fe is having some trouever
and liermany are to be adjusted mitted to be the prettiest poster
ble securing new ties. The price now
an Klks'
There are indications that it is the Issued in connection with
San Francisco. April 4. The Jap- at least for the present, by complete offered makes ev?ry tie worth from
been anese
of state, convention nnd reunion has Justcnarge
purpose of the secretary
are slowly but surely driving submission to the Mikado. Rut an- 50 to 75 cents, and even then the
out by the committee in
actios in accordance with the wishesa put
Americans
out of their own homes other problem, one that is growing supply is not up to the demand.
coming
arrangements
the
for
of
the
to
perfect
administration,
of the
H. P. (). K. Klks, in the best residence districts of this to more alarming proportions every
of
the
convention
situaarrangement
meet
the
to
trade
of the
When the double-trackin- g
year, Is the Japanlzatlon of western
be held in this city during city.
tion In Germany and which will have which is tobeginning
Fe, now contracted for, has
Santa
A merlca.
Ira 31. Bond.
LOST.
While
wives
15th.
July
and
mothers
and
week
the
the effect at the same time of quietby
will
but LUST Pocket memorandum
completed,
be
ATTORNEY AT LAW. S2 r.st,
there
been
book
housekeepers
In
six
In
streets
poster,
walk
large
the
affair
is
one
a
There
The
circumstance
that
now
felt
ing the apprehensions
thirty-liv- e
miles of single track bewith name J. T. Harger on front N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
is emblematic of the Quaker .search of new apartments, the little dangerously complicates this latter
France and other continental coun colors,
page. $1 reward for return to The land patents.
men and women look down problem. That circumstance is that tween Chicago and the Mississippi
brown
copyrights.
welcom
City,
Penn
shows
and
Father
cavaaU,
Europe.
of
tries
The work of laying a second
Citizen office.
patents, trade marks, claim
of the easterner does not appreciate river.
ing, with open arms, the noble animal upon them from tho windows
letter
of
troubling
City
the advocates
What is
track west thereof Into Kansas
apartment
buildings
once
housed
west,
its
that
derives
order
the
which
the
In
particularly
from
situation
the
li. W. 1). Bryan.
the "let alone" policy, however, Is name. The Liberty Hell and Inde- only Caucasians,
the western lines the Santa Fe re
i aiirornla,
and never will understand Is being pushed at several points.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
cefved $116,019,
the Northwestern
the course they suspect Secretary pendence hall are also shown In their
among
it
lives
until
he
Japa
the
In
At
streets
a
least
San
dozen
$10S.190, the Burlington $91,356, the que, N. M. Office,
Hoot Is likely to take in reaching an
First National
i: STKHV AX it WKSTKHX T.IXK.S
hue and add a pleasing luster Fianclsco that were once high class nese.
agreement with tne Oerman ambas- original
KKLIKVK ('Alt C'X;KST10X. St. Paul $97,169, the Rock Island Bank building.
to the design, which on the whole Is residence streets
Is prejudiced In favor of
east
The
now
packed
are
$37,081,
given
are
Central
Illinois
$94.78X,
the
sador.
Plain imitations
Chicago, 111., April 4. A remark
a most striking example of tho art- exclusively with Japs.
the little brown man. In the west
E. W Dobson.
t a purpose to make a new trade
the Union Pacific $51,506, the North
skill.
the sentiment against him is hurry- able record was made by the New ern
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
can
How
coolie
the
drive
the
Office,
treaty under the reciprocity section ist'sThousands
$71,746, the Missouri Pa
Pacific
alposters
in
York
Ruffalo
have
Central
of
lines
of
these
east
ing
along
a
with
Well,
Cromwell
Americun
from
home'.'
his
block. Albuquerque, N. M.
$45,
of the Dlngley law and incorporate ready been distributed, copies being
Is a fact, and there Is no the movement of loaded freight cars cltlc $51,000. the Great Western
stride.
It
stranger,
is
thusly:
it
con
a
amounts.
lit such Instrument
number of
sent to every lodge In the order and
It, that the western during the month of March. A to- 830 and other lines smaller
DEN TISTli
San Francisco has a tine resi use denying
cessions regarding the policy of this to many of the leading hotels In the
man would much rather tal of 602,898 loaded cars were movcountry in its Instructions to con country. The publicity committee, dence district. A suite of rooms can working
COMPLKTKS
SANTA
IK
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
a negro than a Jap. ed, which is the greatest number ever
work
uls and customs officers in dealing which Is In Immediate charge of their be rented for from $25 to $.15 a What beside
ItOAlU TO SEARCHLIGHT.
the race war Is In the south moved in one month before, as this
Dental Burgeon.
with .mported goods. The question distribution, has made ample provis- month. Then come the Japs. The the
been laid
haa
of
rail
foot
last
The
figure
Is
50,
ISO
over
of
an
soon
Increase
war
In
west
will
be
Jap
the
Rooms 2 and 3.
building,
at once arises as to how far tha ion to supply every demand and those landlord doubles the rents.
Although
corresponding
1906. Into Searchlight, Nev., and the Santa over O'RIelly's drug Barnett
city
of
is
month
the
Gate
Golden
the
store. Phsna
"This Is an outrage!" declares the not proud of the fact, the Japanlza
regular service be
tariff law, which authorizes the presl desiring posters for display in public
was Fe has begun
The
record
before
time
that
No. 744. Appointments mads by mall.
"Resides, the neighborhood tlon of San Francisco Is well advanc made during October,
dent to make treaties relating to re places should address the committee tenant.
1905, when tvveen Los Angeles and that lively
submitting at once.
is getting
Japanese pool-loo- ed. To eastarp critics
clprocal trade
cheap.
without
mining town with dally service each
may I 558,659 cars were moved.
Edmund J. Alger, D. It. 8.
this
Last
Sat
and barber shops are starting sound foolish. To the San Francis urday the New York Central lines wav.
such treaties to the senate for rati
No. 306 Railroad avenue,
In
Japanese
same
the
block.
chil
lie
fleatlon. There Is certain to be a wide
day
will
ceienraieci hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; fries
Railroad
can, who Is being driven slowly, but east of Ruffalo made a single day's
"Preventlcs" will promptly check a
A special train p.
difference of opinion between Presl cold or the Grippe when taken early dren are playing with my own little Irresistibly Into the sea hy the JapIs 4,364 Saturday. April 13.
22,616
cars,
of
m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. l:lt
which
record
Apoi.' ten coaches will leave Los Angeles
dent Kooseelt and Secretary Root or at the "sneeze stage." Preventlcs ones."
Is greater
anese
any
tradesman,
and
it
day's
merchant
previous
than
pointments
made by mall.
you
ex
agent.
on the one side, and the aggressive cure seated colds as well. Preventlcs
"Ah!" cries the
"There
Is a question movement In the history of the lines. the evening of April 12 and the
reality.
a
startling
It
stand patters in both houses of con are little candy cold cure tablets, and have It. The Japs are offering more of a greater San Francisco or a lesser
will have an opportunity
V. M. SHERIDAN. M. D."
Western roads are also making curslonistsj
Saturday Homeopathic
Kress regarding the points In dispute Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., will gladly for your Hat than 1 am asking you Nagasaki, with the chances In favor strenuous
to remain at Searchlight
greatly
to
move
efforts
the
Physician and Surgeon.
The claim Is made that It Is the mall you samples and a book on now. 1 could rent it for 1100 Inside of the latter condition rapdlly In- increased trattlc which Is being otter and Sunday. The visitors will return
Occidental Life Building. Tele-phomorning.
Monday
Angeles
to
Los
purpose of Secretary Hoot to em colds free, If you will write him. The of a week."
creasing.
ed, as shown hy the record of the
886. Albuquerque, N. M.
The tenant forgets his anger In
The Santa Fe schedule will pro
body in the new reciprocity treaty simples prove their merit. Check
Rock Island. During the month Just
Searchlight,
DR. . L. HUS'I.
with Germany some of the provisions early colds with Preventlcs and stop amazement and asks more questions.
26 closed thut company broke all prevl- - vide for a dally train to
MARCH
N.
M..
RAYARD
FORT
the overland
Office,
contained in a bill which passed the pneumonia. Sold in 5c and 25c box- He learns that the seven rooms in 1907. Sealed proposals In triplicate ius records by moving a total of leavingp. Los Angeles on
N. T. Arniljo Bldg.
no
making
8
m
which he quarters from six to eight for constructing approximately
connections
at
house of representatives a year ago es by all druggists.
28,-- 0
Tuberculosis treated with High
106,069 loaded cars,
the average with the Searchlight
at
branch
people will provide "comfortable aco
and which failed to pass the senate
sideFrequency Electrical
00 feet of cement gutters and
loaded freight car movement on the
Current and
commodations" for half a hundred walks
ruffs and arriving at the camp at Germicide.
li nking radical changes In the law
at this post, will be received Rock Island being 250 miles. During G8:05
Treatments given each
IU; TIM K AT DUQUESNE
a. in.
little brown men, women and chll-die- here until
relating to the collection of
May
1.
1907.
a.
11
and
in.
year
day
8
the corresponding month last
a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
from
RK.VNKIi CIX'Il SHOW.
The basement will house a
Return trains will leave Search
If this course Is pursued by
opened. Information furnished the movement was 91,606, making light
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
barber shop, laundry office and pool- then
at 3 p. m. each, day.
Pittsburg. Pa., April 4. The
reserves
the secretary of state, It will certainStates
United
application.
on
per
14
about
Increase
last
month's
ripwill
parlor
room. The front
hold
Kennel club's show Is a
ly be sharply criticized by the senor reject any or all cent.
DRS. BRONSON & BRONS,
The previous monthly record
cots, for which $5 per month right to accept
Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner?
ate, and the question will be raised per, the entries surpassing all pre- eight
proposals or any part thereof. Envel- was made In September, 1906, when
easily
be
can
comprising
In
obtained.
addition
seasons,
full
Com
and
vious
taste?
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coated?
Toincue
whether the administration has not
be
proposals
containing
opes
should
Hotneopatlis.
gone further than was contemplat- entries In all classes. Some 1.600 to this, tho bathroom, from which endorsed "Gutters and Sidewalks" 104,267 loaded cars were moved on plexion sallow? Liver needs waking
Over Van's Drug
"Phone
tub Is Immediately removed, will and addressed to Capt. S. P. Vestal, the Hock Island.
un. I loan s Keguieis cure ninous at Office and residence, Store.
ed by congress in granting the au- new exhibitors have madewhoentries. the
628.
have put up a couple of guests, and the Quartermaster.
25 cents at any drug store.
tacks.
thority for the making of reciprocity Mauv prominent exhibitors
Ml. J. NV'ARNEIl. V. S.
IIMKM
DAILY
back porch is good for from four to
I.IM'.S I
o
o
treaties upon certain pacified ar- never shown here have also sent some
When your animals are sick yon
dogs six more. Hlank may not be a rapid
IIIK YIOLATIM; STtH'K LAW. NOI'K K OF SPKl'IAI. KI.KCTIOV.
ticles without submitting such trea- very line specimens. The best
be
piles
can't
need
a good veterinary surgeon. Call
think
Don't
that
are here, and are re calculator, but he knows the rudiWashington, April 4. Reports to
ties for the consideration of the sen- on the bench
ceiving great attention.
The special ments of the multiplication table, and cured. Thousands of1 obstinate cases the department of Justice are to the Itv Authority of tint ( ity 1 oiincll or up the old reliable. Phone No. 542.
ate.
classes asks no more questions. Ho moves. have been cured by loan's Ointment. effect that the federal courts are pil
UNDERTAKER.
the City of Albuquerque, N. M.
The threat is still held over the prizes ottered In the different
competition.
The Jap school question Is settled; 50 cents at any drug store.
ing up Hues against the various rail
trade of the United States that Ger- have called out much
elec
an
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hereby
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day
a
of
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that
at
rate
for
SI 6.
phone
roads
the
Notice
Colo., Red tit
many will Impose her higher rates
violation of the
Hon will be held III the city of AlbuA. BORDERS.
of duty under the new tariff policy
Saturday,
law regulating the transportation of querque, New Mexico, on
Commercial Club building.
RlacH
of the empire, effective July 1 next.
live stock.
.More than 400 cases are May 4, 1907, between tne nours ot
or White hearse, ii.
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p. in..
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o'clock
be
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and
still
and
this
number
o'clock
in.
present conferences between Ambasing Increased at an average of of said day, at the following voting
ARCHITECTS
sador von Sternburg and Secretary
Iwenty-rtv- e
a day.
The systematic places:
Jtoot are taking Into consideration
F. W. Spencer. Rooms 46-- 7 Barcampaign against the railroads Is a
First Ward City Hall.
the course that must be pursued to
sequel to the passage of the new cut
Ward Office of Chas. nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
Second
prevent the carrying
out of this
put
avenue.
was
&
Gold
on
bill
tie
transportation
Co..
that
Chadwick
Both phones.
threat.
through at the last session of con
Third Ward Ofllce of E. H. DunThe reciprocity section of the exNOTARY PUBLIC.
The new law provided spe bar, corner of Third street and Gold
Kress.
isting tariff law authorizes the presiclllcally for the humane handling of avenue.
dent to enter Into reciprocal trade
Thos.
K. D. Maddlsoti.
George
entraining
points
office
At
of
of
cattle at
and de
on a certain line of
negotiations
Fourth Ward
Office with W. B. Chllders.
training and for proper pens and R. Craig, justice of the peace, South
goods, chiefly wines and their byill
water and feeding facilities at the Third street.
West Gold avenue.
statuary, etc.,
products, paintings.
rest points.
and the amount of reduction which
At which said election the question
AJTD
he cases presented for prosecu of authorizing the issuance of Thirty HAIR DRKSKF.lt
may be made la clearly set forth.
C1IIROPO.
Personal knowledBe is the winning (actor in the culminating contests of
5
Upon making such treaties the presition have so far been bused entirely Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds
DIST.
its fortunate
of ample character it places
this
when
and
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on the time limit governing the ship of the said City of Albuquerque,
to promulgate
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them and they become the law of
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World.
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any
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hours without food, water or rest qualified voters of said city, who ure pared to give
thorough scalp treatIn the
the house of representatives.
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case of all other treaties, not only
will be enforced after the law has erty, subject to taxation, within the ment, do hair dressing, treat corns.
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human
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must the senate agree, but the congotten Into a little more settled shape wild City of Albuquerque. New Mex- bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and mani
sent of the house of representatives
The observations of the officials of ico.
A Knowledge of Forma, Knowledge of Functions and Knowlto the change In the tariff duties
the department show that there are
have hereunto curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prenara
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ethical product which has met wilh the approval of the most eminent physicians and
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tonic that cures and prevents danvelt and Secretary Hoot contemplate
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Henstor Dick nrrlved In
last night from a trip south, and
Washing-lo-

Ohio Colony In Washington

Sees Foraker
Victory.
THE FIGHT WILL BE SPIRITED
Looks Like the Republican
chine Had Its Own For

Ma-

Taa.
(Washington

Star.)

Thp opinion Is widely entertained
tunotiK the Ohio colony In Wimhlne;-to- n

that the

UooieveU-Taft-Uurtn- n

culfit stand fair to Ret an awful
drubbing
at the primaries before
Senator Foraker, Senator Dlok and
organization
the present republican
In the state are through with 'em.
Political consideration of a practical
character Induce to this belief. All
the Huckeye folk are looking forward to the scrap with the greatest
Interest and expect to oee the fur
bi'Klti to fly pretty soon.
Senator Foraker's challenge Is declared by Ohloans to be typical of
the man. For thirty years he has
had to tight In Ohio poltics. and he
but
else
does not know anything
tight. He has taken a Hi king himself
.1
administered
at times, and he has
lew that are still remembered In
'hlii by those who participated In
His plan has always been,
them.
when a tight uppeared inevitable, to
get In and lead the shindy himself.
This is what he has done in the
present case. It Is said.
Not Afraid or tho Pnslili-nt- .
Senator Foraker is not afraid of
President Uoosevelt, as every Ohio
man knows and us the prerident
himself Is aware. Senator Foraker
and Senator Dick are Indisputably
In absolute control of the republican
machine In Ohio. They regard, and
republicans generally will regard, the
lioosevelt-Taft-Burto- n
coalition as an
effort to smash that machine and set
up a new one. That means the unsettling of a great many political
plans that are now in process of laying, and the realignment of affairs in
every small political subdivision of
Senthat date. Senator Foraker and state
ator Dick will be out in the
within a fortnight, tightening up tho
machine and assembling the forces
upon the defensive.
Senator Foraker, it Is said, will
make a speech In each of the eighty-eigcounty seats In the state, and
will discuss before the voters questions in which they are interested and
upon which they will also demand
For one
Taft.
to hear Secretary
thing, the Ohio people say the voters
will want to know how Secretary Taft
are rustands on the tariff. There
mors In Ohio that he is weak-knee- d
Ohio Is as much of
on protection.
h protectionist state as Pennsylvania
and Senator Foraker is a
It is pointed out that Senator Dick
and Secretary Taft have been com
pletely at odds over the question of
the Philippine tariff, Secretary Mart
standing for free trade, and Senator
Dick successfully opposing it, and in
that action receiving. It is said, the
The
of his state.
indorsement
Brownsville affair will undoubtedly
have to be explained at some length
to the voters, inasmuch as Secretary
Taft and Senator Foraker have taken such diametrically opposite posi
tions in regard to it.
I ;mlairaiiic Question For Taft.
It is said by Ohio people who know
that Secretary Taft is likely to be
asked some embarrassing questions
when on the
about his decision;!
bench on questions affecting the labor
unions. He is said to have a record
i.f a long line of Judicial decisions
absolutely hostile to labor.
It is said that Secretary Taft him
to hos
flf realizes tha' he '.s
tility from the labor strength in the
and indeed has felt that if he
should be a candidate before a na
lional convention, his record on the
bench might operate to i.is disadfan
t.lge among the delegates from the
states where there is a large labor
ht

Senator Foraker and others as to the
most practical means of securing nn
expression from the voters at the
primaries on the presidential
and
renatorlal candidates.
After Senator Dick goes back to
Ohio he will assemble the state committee and Senator Foraker will lny
before that body his proposition for
a show of hands at the primaries.
The particular plan to be followed
will yet have to he worked out, but
there Is said to be no question that
Senator Foraker will have an opportunity to force the fighting along the
lines he has laid out.
Senator Dick had no comments for
publication to make upon the existing
interesting situation. His friends said
today that he feels that he is as much
an object of attack as Senator Foraker in this onslaught of the administration In behalf of the Taft boom,
and that he will get his war bonnet
on and put the claymore to the grindstone in his own behalf.
Minor Dover's Talk.
Kliner Dover came to town today,
after having made some Inquiries in
ohio Into the presidential sentiment
prevailing there. It Is understood
that his researches were conducted
with a view to finding possible
Taft lodes, although Mr.
does not admit as much for publication. Mr. Dover Is secretary of
the republican
national committee.
and many ohloans expert to see him
lined up with the administration in
support of the Taft boom.
When Mr. Dover was asked by a
Star reporter today for an expression
con-tis- t.
of views upon the Foraker-Tuf- t
he said:
"The present situation Is unfortunate and unnecessary. From the
viewpoint of forty-fou- r
other states It
is detrimental
to both Ohio candidates. I believe, however, that the
matter will ultimately be smoothed
out and that there will be harmony.
There Is only one president to elect,
anil I don't believe any state will have
more than one candidate.
I think
there will be but one Ohio candidate
in the end, and that we will find
both Taft and Foraker for him."
"Kut, Mr. Dover," ventured
the
Star man, "that last remark of yours,
about there being but one candidate
whom do you mean?"
"Well," said Mr. Dover, "guess that
sentence might as well end with
'period, end quotation.' "
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York. April 4. In a state-mM- it
Mme. Karnes said:
"I want to be free. I want to be
a girl again and go back to the Maine
1
want to walk under the
woods.
New
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wife's charges turn, ns a portrait
painter he has been the rage In the
Quaker City.
He was a social lion and ninny of
the prominent women sat for their
portraits in his studio.

The report in Philadelphia Is that
Mrs. Karnes named at least two wo

men of high station us corespondents.
Regarding this Story said that it was
preposterous for his wlfo to have
made any such charge.

The News No pure Brus cough
laws would be needed, if all cough
j cures
were like Dr. Shoop's Cough
is and has been lor X0 year.
FOR LAS VEGAS cure
The national law now requires that If
any poisons entei Into a cough mix
ture, It must be printed on the label
That Ias Vegas Is to have a new or
package. For this reason mothers.
and Important Industry now seems
almost a certainty.
The enterprise and others, should Insist on having
referred to is to be a sash, door ana Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. No poison-maron Dr. Shoop's labels and
box factory, and the promoter thereof Is a Mr. Smith of Waterloo. Mr. none In the medicine, else it must by
Smith has been looking for some time law be on the label. And It's not only
for a good location and has. It is said, safe, but it Is said to be by those that
Anally decided upon Las Vegas as the know It best, a
truly remarkable
most convenient point for his business. With the end of Immediate es- cough remedy. Take no chance, par
tablishment in view he has entered tlcularly with your children. Insist on
Into negotiation with 11. W. Kelly, of having Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. Com
Gross, Kelly & Co., for the scouring pare carefully the Dr. Shoop package
mill owned by that company ana has with others and see No poison marks
concluded satisfactory arrangements there. You can always he on the safe
with the concern for the acquirement side by .demanding Dr. Shoop's Cough
of the property.
Mr. Smith has also Cure. Simply
to accept any
asked of the town as a contribution, other. Sold by refuse
all druggists.
a piece of lnnd near the railroad upon
o
which to place the lumber yard,
which is a necessary part of the new Wll.l, REPRESENT CANAequipment. The ground belongs at
DIAN STl'DENTS IN JAPAN
present to the firm of Hrowne
&
April 4. T. If. Billings,
Montreal.
Manzanares. It is said that the pro- or Mcuiu university and the Wesley
jected factory will employ several an Theological college,
is in Toklo.
hundred men.
In
upon the Worlds
attendance
Christian Students'
Federation conWhooping Cough.
vention, which continues in session
I have used Chamberlain's Cough union and including April 7th. Mr.
Remedy In my family in cases of Killings represents the Canadian stu- whooping cough, and want to tell you dents on his Journey westward. Mr.
that it is the best medicine I have Killings visited the colleges at Toever used. W. F. Gaston, Posco, Ga. ronto, Winnipeg. Itrandnn, and VanThis remedy Is safe and sure. For couver, sailing from the latter place
sale by all druggists.
on March 18th.

"Pneumonia's leadly Work
had so seriously affected my right
lung." writes Mrs. Fannie Connor, of
Kural Route 1, Georgetown, Tenn.,
"that I coughed continuously night
and day and the nelghobrs' prediction consumption
semed inevitable,
until my husband brought home a
bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery,
which In my case proved to be the
only real cough cure and restorer of
weak, sore lungs." When all other
v.
f remedies utterly fall, you may still
w
win in the battle against lung and
throat troubles with New Discovery,
by all
the real cure. Guaranteed
druggists. 60c and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
TII ANM'AIj SKSSION of
MKTIIODIST COXFKKKMK.
Washington. D. C, April 4. Today
the seventy-nint- h
annual session of
the Maryland conference of the Meth"
odist Protestant church
met at
the Khode Island avenue Methodist
Protestant church, with ministers and
laymen from each circuit
In
the
states of Maryland. Delaware, with
portions
some
of New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Virginia, In attendance.
THE PHOTOGRAPH SHOWS THE
(Ireater Interest than usual Is felt HK.MTII IT, PROFILE OF MME.
in the deliberations, us the proposed EMM
EAMES. NOTR E THE FINE
union with the I'nlted Brethren and 1,1 XES OF THE FEATFRES
AND
Congregational churches will be
HANDSOME tONTOlR
OF THE
FACE.
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P. HALL, Proprietor
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Iron and Brans Casting; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal;
ol'utuis an'. Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
ftmpmlr oh Mining mnH mill Mehlnrr m mouolattt
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health inspiring, mappetizingt nourishing the

WE FILL

beer must be good,

Blatz Wiener beer possesses every eleof
beer
quality.
ment
Its very fragrance and "body" suggests at
once the honesty of its ingredients. The Vitality of the
malt and the aromatic properties of the hops are manifest in every glass. The Blatz method of preparing the malt and
original style of brewing accomplish certain results peculiar to
Blatz Beers this is the secret ofBlatz character.
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ho'esale Dealers, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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COMMERCE.

The St. Elmo
X

WEST RAILROAD

GOLD STAR SALOON

MILWAUKEE

The hop bitters act as an appetizer and digestant and the malt is nourishing and "foody."
The result is eminently satisfying. Nature knows the value of Blatz Wiener as a dietetic.
Intelligence fosters Nature's demands. As a culinary adjunct Blatz Wiener is the beverage
par excellence. It gives you that well fed feeling. Order a case sent home.

VAL BLATZ BREWING

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent

Wiener as a Table Beverage

For Sale By Stern, Schloss & Co,,
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Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.
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consumed in the world today is
taken with meals. Whether it be
with the laborer's cold lunch, the
repast or the "home
spread," observing ones must concede to good beer, the place it has
won as the nation's health beverage.
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS, v O
Jt

It is reliably computed that
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All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

trees and smell the odor of the
woods ns I used to when 1 was
n girl.
"I have an Indescribable longing
for the old places, such ns I never
nan nerore, ami 1 am going mere.
i hen 1 am coming back and I shall
go to F.urope after well, after all
this Is settled."
Special Correspondence.
New York. April 4. No lover
was ever keener ror milady's good
graces than is Julian Story now to
regain the love of his wife, Mme.
Kmina Karnes.
the famous singer
who has sued him for divorce.
He Is fighting with
might and
main for a reconciliation
for a
chance, he says, to show her that
he Is Innocent and that he loves no
other than her.
Story is calling for the help of all
mutual friends to usslst him. He
hopes to arrange a conference with
the great singer and says that if he
can but see her all will be well again,
Will he succeed?
Mr. Story's life In Philadelphia appears to be the pivot upon which his
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Senator Foraker us Ohio's candidate
tor the presidency, republican voters
are to be reminded that Secretary
Taft. by his attitude on the Philippine
I iritf,
Is likely to prove a weak candidate in Michigan. Kansas. Nebraska. Colorado and the Pacific slope.
may affect
i.nd this consideration
some voters at the primaries.
It is said by Huckeye state politicians that Secretary Taft's sole asset
at the present time in the political
in Ohio Is the supposed friend
nine
Mness of President Koosevelt.
Ohio
men say that there will have to be a
on that point before
"show down
very long, and that when the Issue
eomeg the president will find himself
position
in rather an embarrasing
If the president should declure out
and out for Secretary Taft it would
i rlainly
enrage a great many of the
republicans
in Ohio, who
were active in politics before Mr.
Koosevelt was out of college, and
who. it Is said, will asuredly resent
.ui attempt on the part of an occupant of the white house to dictate
trie nomination of his successor. Such
a course on the part of the presl- I'rit, it is said, would also raise embarrassing questions for the Taft
boomers in other states. What would
the Fairbanks people in Indiana, the
'aiinon peope in Illinois, the Hoot
people in New York, think of the
president committing himself to the
.andi.iacy of Mr. Taft? Yet If the
president does not throw his strength
unequivocally on the side of Secretary Taft, the secretary will have to
stand alone against the united effort
of the powerful state machine controlled by Senator Dick and Senator
Foraker.
N lit- - Hacking Talc On the- I.evH?
"Is Koosevelt 'on the level' In his
supposed backing of Taft?" is n question which is constantly being asked
among Ohio people.
The answers are almost unanimously in the negative, as expressive of
the (.pinion held by the answerer.
The prevailing opinion among Ohio
men in Washington Is that President
Koosevelt is uing Taft to kill off
Foraker, if possible, being well aware
thut m the operation Tuft would be
killed off also. That would leave
hio fair prey for some other spoiler.
Some of these politicians think that
I
this plan of the president, supposing that it Is entertained
by him,
should work out, Taft'ii feelings could
be smoothed over by an appointment
to the supreme bench. It will be re- alWd that another republican once
s.ilve I the question of disposing of
surplus
presidential
timber
when President
Lincoln put Mr.
'h.tse upon the bench.
President Koosevelt's interference
in Ohio politics in behalf of Secre-i.ir- y
Taft is likely to be resented on
another score that will still further
operate to Secretary Taft's disadvantage. Ohio republicans have not
thut President Koosevelt sent
Tuft into Ohio last fall In the gov-- .
rr.i.r-hl- p
campaign.
and that the
pen lies which the secretary made
.1a.i st the regular republican orguut-'.- .
'ion resulted in the defeat of the
pjt'iean candidate for governor.
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will remain In the city a couple of
weeks, when he will go to Ohio and
take an active part in the councils
of the party over the pending situation. Senator Dick, as chairman of
the slate committee, will confer with
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emnrkahlc because no large office buildings were In
eluded, the most extensive Improvements toeing fac
Ijwt month 947 pertories and apartmnt buildings.
These
In March, 190S.
mits were Issued, against
figures far exceed those of the world's fair years, and
minus, tnat me iair, in
show, ns the
stead of bringing about overbuilt conditions, create!
i conservative feeling that had the contrary effect.
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The morning paper Is now confining itself to th"
EITHER
HERE.
Dempcratlc
WORK
Source."
DIDN'T
political situation in Ohio "From a
Variety
Tuesday, the I eople of Chlcnm turned down Mayor Kvldently Danny has enough of the New Mexico pastures
nnd defeated municipal owner- nnd feels that It would be safer for him to aeek
Dunne for
way ho is right nobody knows him In
ship of public corporal kn, for which he tood, by a new. In one
Ohio.
tho
of
matter
13,000.
While the
decisive vote of over
city ownership of Chicago utrcet railway had cause!
The Morning War Cry's second fiddle seems to be
considerable debate and a hot municipal campaign, th;
out of tune since that bureau of immigration
sadly
people
very
The
In
doubt.
much
result wan never so
Maybe a little resin on the bow
business came up.
liiiYitfv
In other portions of the country had previously passed
would help but It's hard to play a tune with one string
Tho Strs anil SlrliiOM.
to
attempts
of
question
upon
the
of
times
number
a
unload at fabulous prices public utility corporations, broken.
In Albuquerque, for Instance,
UMin cities and towns.
000000CKX00XC
the minds of the voters do not :ieed refreshing upon
$
5
HOW WE FAIL TO SUPPLY
subject.
the
The rank attempt of )anny Macphrrson, publish"!'
g
RAW MATERIAL FOR LEATHER
of the Morning War Cry, and a few of his boodllng associates, to donate to this city a broken down, worn IKXXX)X)C0XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)QOQI
Jt
Jt
t
out old waterworks system for a price several times
The leather 'ndusiry contiibuted J 50 million dolI was on a Twelfth street car the
In, excess of Its hiRhet possible value, has not et had
other evening riding homo on a
time to pass and be forgotten. It was a cleverly laiJ lars to the foreign commerce of the United States In transfer
a kind old gentleman gave
scheme. Jut as was the municipal ownership proposi- the ye.ir IMifi, against less than 55 millions a decade me. A fat mnn came in and after
ha-It was backed by men who
tion In Chicago.
(arlier. These figures, supplied by the bureau of statis crowding me off the end of the seat,
opened his Evening Citizen and beeverything to gain and nothing .to lose except a last
of the department of commerce and labor, combine gan to read. He read the paper nil
clinging remnant of business reputation, which did not tics
through Including my column and
As the Chicago Imports and exports of leather and its manufactures never cracked a smile.
wem to worry thrin in the least.
Ho sure had
deal was made a political issue und fought for with hinl Imports ami exports of hides nnd skins. In all a grouch on.
"Say
kid," he said presently, "are
dollars and cents and with every ballot purchuaeahle in of these, especially in imports of hides and skins nnd you a newspaper
reporter?"
the good old democratic way, so the Albuquerque
sir," I said rather meekly,
exports of leather and manufactures from that article.
"'es
remembering that the editor had
to foist upon the city the rotten old waterworks
the growth of the decade ban been extremely rapid. Just told me 1 wasn't and, nevier
plant was planned upon the same basis.
would be.
The Citizen exposed the intrigues of Danny and his Hides and skins form the largest single Item in the
"Well, I want to know something.
associates, nnd as a result the voters of Albuquerque it cord of Imports, nnd leather and manufactures there- What's the matter with the bloomln'
papers,
anyhow?
Why don't they
When he nav hi" of stan I third in the list of manufactures exported.
defeated the scheme at the polls.
print the news?"
straw man begin to go down, Danny became enrage 1
was pretty
raw before a
Tln industry of bringing in from abroad the raw
That
and The Citizen was made the center of a dirty attain materia! for the manufacture of leather nnd sending w hole car full of people, but I managed to gulp out:
Thi-g
paper Macpherson operates.
In the
cut of the country the finished article, whether leather
"I doi't know. I certainly do my
being ineffective to stem the tide, Macpherson then at or manufactures therefrom, has shown a remarkable best,
sir."
paper
morning
th growth during the decade. Tho value of hides and
tacked through the columns of the
Just then the conductor called tho
publishers of The Citizen In as dirty a manner as was skins imported in the calendar year 1906 was practically fat man's street and he gathered up
bundles to get off. I thought
ever used In yellow Journalism, lie dared not light 84 million dollars, and in 189G, a decade earlier, was his
maybe he might have a good sugopenly nnd boldly, but as usual, confined himself to but
gestion
year.
that 1 could tell the editor,
having
quadrupled
ten
millions,
in
thus
Jl
I screwed up my courage.
base Insinuations und dirty slurs without a single ar Of leather
and Its manufactures exported, the figures so "What
is It they leave out?" I vengument to bolster up his cause.
for 19a were over 43 million dollars, anil In 1896 were tured.
Hygones are bygones, however, and the voters of less
19 millions. Add to this 84 millions of hides
"Leave out! Why. my boy, I have
than.
Albuquerque proved themselves not as big a set of fools and skins Imported and 45 millions of leather and been reading three daily papers and
one colored Sunday supplement, and
as Macpherson and his crowd took them for. The mat
nnnufacturea thereof exported, the IS million dollars not one
of them has had a word to
ter Is recalled because the Chicago Incident was so sim worth of leather and manufacture
thereof imported say about the failure of the Delaliar and because the voters of that city have Indicated and the nearly 2 million dollars' worth of hides and ware peach crop."
Then he got off, and the two girls
by their ballots that the Danny Macpherson-Mayo- r
skins exported, the grand total which leather and the
Dunne sort of municipal ownership can not be shoved materials for Its manufacture form In the foreign trade behind me giggledo for three blocks.
down their throats by the same sort of a gang of of the United States aggregates in the calendar year
The people of Chicago certainly
boodle-seekerlanded a double, back action solar
I'.iOfi about 150 million dollars.
plexus on municipal ownership the
All sections of the world bought of our hoots and other day. Keminds one forcibly of
shoes and other manufactures of leather in 1906, and the astute Danny's frenzied failure
OF INTEREST HERE
unload the water company on Alnearly nil sections sent their raw hides and skins in to
payers.
buquerque's
The interest of this city in the Kngle nam reclam.i exchange therefor Of boots and shoes alone the Unl-lo- d A l ew I.Ittlo tax
(ictus I'nini the .Fournal
resulting
tlon project Is both direct and Indirect. The
Kingdom took In that year nearly 2 million dollars'
"There are still mint Juleps lo look
development In the valley will be enormous, and Albu worth, cgainst but a quarter million dollars' worth a forward to." Not to mention pie.
O
querque will have but herself to blame If she does not decade ago. Relglum, France, Germany, the Nether"I!y their fruits ye shall know
too,
when lands, and other European countries also took greater tin m and since the break In the
Then,
secure her full share of the results.
I mm
market there's a whole lot of
that project shall have been completed, or even before cr less values of boots and shoes, ns well as other class- analyzing
going on."
that time, the mere force of example and the Imperative es of leather. Canada took 1 '1 million dollars' worth
Danny would evidently like to get
Irrigation
In
will
the In 1906, against one fourth of a million dollars' w orth in on analyzing some of those plums.
result
demand for the extension of
Q '
establishment of ample irrigation systems for the val- In 1896; tho West Indies, exclusive of l'orto Kleo, took
"From the viewpoint of the Almaleys above and below this city. These latter systems 2'i million dollars' worth in 1906, against
d
of nac any man who would nttempt to
must come, and the completion or even the rapid pro a million in 1896; Mexico, lVj millions in 1906, against mpke a living out of merely running
a newspaper, Is a lobster."
51 thousand dollars' worth In 1896, while South AmeriKress of the Kngle dam must hasten the much-neede- d
an honest newspaper
Of course
event.
ca, Australia, vnrlous sections of Asia and Oceania, man would never think of such a
to
latest
Interest
know
of
Is
the
that
therefore
It
and British Africa were also in 1906 customers for tnlng as county printing. Immigration bureaus, territorial "pap" and
from Washington is that the reclamation service will at loots and shoes of American manufacture.
once take advantage .of the $1,000,000 appropriation by
In addition to tho 9V6 million dollars' worth of such.
O
Dividends in the other fellow's
congress, and proceed to secure, by purchase or con- boots nnd shoes exported In the year 1906, there was
lly Danny.
pocket on the rent you are
of
the dear old plum
owners,
the Immense 25 million dollars' worth of "upper" leather and 8 mil- "In the shade
demnation, from the California
tree,
paying.
tract of land to form the lake above the dam. The lion dollars' worth of sole leather, all intended chiefly
I'm as happy as happy can be,
(1,000,000 appropriation, It is thought, will about pay for boot and shoe making, while harness and saddles At my bow and my beck
A small cash payment and
big
dam. and other classes of leather manufactures added a They will fall by the peck,
for the land and build the foundation for the
$20.00 a month will buy a
eat
'em
me."
can
but
none
And
It is also estimated that by the time this million has couple of million dollars to the total and were dishouse, with bath.
a
been expended, the receipts of the service from other tributed to all parts of the world. To the United
The Journal objects strenuously to
characterization
carry
on
Cleveland's
to
without
sufficient
will
be
the work
sections
Kingdom the exports of upper leather have grown from Grover
muck raking, as
REALTY CO.,
Interruption until completed. It Is thought that actual 7
millions In 1896 to 13
in 1906, while of sole of
Grover
"the craze of denunciation."
construction can begin by the 1st of June.
leather the exports to the United Klngom grew only a should really be more careful about
K. ELDER, Armljo Dulldlng.
J.
rubbing It into a good democratic
In the meantime, the work Is already going on at single million dollars in that time, having been 5
disciple like Danny that way.
Leusburg. on what is known as the Leasburg diversion million dollars In 1S96, against 6V millions In 1906.
dam, which Is a part of the big Kngle dam system
India, Chinn. Japan, Australia, Argentina, llrazil,
and has been half completed. It alone will cost $200,-00Mexico, and the Central American states contributed to
and will Irrigate 10,000 acres of land between the 84 million dollars' worth of hides and skins for
use In the making of leather imported in 1906.
and Kl Paso.
OUR DULY INTERVIEW
Of
We always did take pride
hides of cattle, the largest contributor was Argentina,
in having a nice,
In his Weekly Financial Review for Saturday last, 5 million dollars' worth In the fiscal year 1906, while
A
.Henry Clews says ha "during January and February over S million dollars worth was brought from India,
clean, fresh
Missouri Colony Her.
200, 000, Olid of short-terrailroad notes wer more than 1 million dollars' worth from Mexico, 2 3
hourly'
2 million dolcol
Canada,
and
worth
from
dollars'
million
Missouri
a
to
have
nueht
offered.
Then over 1300.000,000 of new stock of variony of several hundred people in Aous railroads Issued to stockholders of record at par lars' worth from France.
Hlo Grande valIn
1 lbuquerque and the
importa-single
largest
are
item
Goatskins
the
heavy
Hesldes
these
have also had to be financed.
ley adjacent," said Dr. J. T. Kasey,
32
dol
Hons
aggregating
skins,
hides
million
of
and
of Salisbury, Mo., who is a visitor in
amounts it is well known that many blocks of new
city.
The doctor Is enthusiastic
bonds held by various syndicates have been held at first lars in the calendar year 1906, against a little less than the
over the prospects in the southwest.
con9 millions in 1896.
by
largest
was
the
India
far
In
Investors'
place
resting
seeking
a
hands for months
Incidentally, he Is putting his Ideas
strong boxes.
With such a load as this, roughly esti- tributor of the large value of goatskins Imported, the into print In a number of the smaller
country
goatskins
imported
In
from
value
total
of
that
papers In Missouri.
mated at $1,000,000,000, and the buying powers so badly
not a colonization agent," said
crippled. It Is hardly reasonable to anticipate any ex- the fiscal year 1906 being practically 11 million dollars, the"I'm
doctor, "and I haven't an iron
year
Imported
while
Mexico
same
in
value
from
the
the
Jusis
although
there
travagant upturn In the market,
the fire, except that 1 think the
was 2'4 millions, from France 2 millions, from the in
ereat southwest is the country of the
tification for a reasonable advance in prices after such
1
V4
Kingdom
millions,
millions,
United
from Brazil 1M
future In the United States anad I can
an Immense recession which has taken place."
from Argentina 11-- 3 millions, from China 3 '4 millions, not urge my friends In Missouri tooI
We also take pride in
here and locate.
from Aden In southern Arabia 1 i millions, and from strongly to come
in
opportunities
to
more
compelled
are
itself
finds
Citizen
there
think
once
The
For
llussla in Kurope 1 i million dollars.
selling lots of them.
active men
NVw Mexico for good,
o
to a statement made by tho morning
In the world today.
anvwhere
than
crat organ. Speaking of "the corruptions now being
and I want to see Missouri gel ner
XXXXXXOOOC0XXXXXXXXXC0000
kIihi-cunearthed In San Francisco," the morning paper thinks
She generally docs, anyhow.'
$
it "requires only the changing of a few names to mak 8 THE LAW'S DELAY IN THIS
Tre Klks' club room committee an
We know that price helps
it apply to conditions in New Mexico Just as well as to
all out of town patrons
COUNTRY IS CONDEMNED g nounces that
those In California." There the morning paper hits
"Tho
u'ishhiir to reserve seats for
to sell them, so we offer 3
The Sun Francisco supervisors
the nail on the head.
Klk's Tooth," April 8 and . can do
OOCX0XXXX000XXXXXCOCKXXXXX
or
on
McDonald
Hoy
advising
New
by
so
sold their votes for cash. Certain members of the
packages of Lindquist or
They do it differentlly in Kngland.
sate opens.
before Saturday, dHle
Mexico council sold their votes for otllces to bring them
o
been
country
case
has
this
murder
In
the
Thaw
for bar
Inerseal City Sodas for 25c
rash. For the life of us. we cannot see any material on trial for more than two months.
sTItlKK for Futrelle's
stoves, carpets,
In furniture.
cains
Hence, what Is said icbout the corruption
difference.
I
of
,i m ill
In Kngland a court last week conv
all this week and next.
linoleum and window shades
of the San Francisco supervisors "requires only the
murder. The trial lasted one day.
ner Coal and Second.
change of a few rallies to make it apply to conditions
was an Important case. The
And the Kngllsh
GRO-ttltThank the I.or.1 the names are few, murdered man was trial
in New Mexico."
CASH
AI.m'QrF.ItOlE
prominent and the murrich
and
COMPANY.
for only a few here were tried und found wanting.
derer was his reputed son.
The deliberations of the Jury laste jus; niu min
315 Marble Ave. l'hone. 206
on
In tilt udjaeeiit column is an Interesting ai tick'
utes!
MOM K It H. WARD. Mgr.
the imports and exports of the United States in hides
The fails of the niurd-- i were tcs'ilicd to by the
appears
that
article
products.
from
that
It
and their
witnesses. As in the Thaw case. ;here was no iUes-tioSOCIAL DANCE
this country is not only not producing enough hides and
as to who did the killing. There were no "ex
skins fur home use, but that the deficiency is growing perts." As in the Thaw case the defense was temporarv
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
In 1896 we Imported of hides and skiiu Insanity.
enormously.
He
The chief Justice ruled out the Issue.
Salt
Lake
City
Return
and
year,
years
afterward,
ten
or
At THC
$21.lUO,000 worth; last
said the murdeer was sane enough to know what he
a growtn of 4uu per cent. was doing an that was all there was in the case.
we Imported $84.000,000
COLOMBO HALL DANCING SCHOOL
The largest Item In these Imports was goat skins, valued
H may be the Knglish courts have allowed the
Ladies Free
Admission cOc
These facts are not only of pendulum to swing too far to the other extreme from
last yeur at $32. 500. 00(1.
Match 30 to April 2.
general interest, but they are of especial Interest In eur delayed practice.
H would seem the defendant
Limit do Days.
In no country In the world, probably, do li id little chance for his life.
New Mexico.
goats do better if. Indeed, they ill i Well than in
Mexico City and Return
Hut If the Knt'lish courts are too hasty, ours ale
Here, then, would seem to be an Invit- 'oo slOW.
this territory.
ing field for expansion, because the maiket can never
S;iii1i horses a specialty. ltest
In our practice there appears too much of leniency
In- - glutted, the demand never supplied.
I'ropi i. tors ,,f
drivers in tho city.
In trying to practice fairness
towml the defendant.
"Sadie," the jiicnic witgoft.
Apiil 25 to May 18.
our courts allow too much latitude and permit the Inawaiting the f,
Limit July 3'- 112 John Street
The coiiliding public is anxiou-ltroduction of too nun h unimportant evidence. The
lowing melody with mu-l- c at the head of the Journ.w s jury becomes confused as to the law and the l.icts.
Judge might be tangled In the
editorial column: "1 ain't g'dn' to do notliin' for n
Kven a
T. K. l'UKDV, Aoent
Subscribe (or The Evening Citiien.
body until somebody does soniethin' for me" 1.
maze of the testimony and the multitude of intricate
compose:'.
P"i positions advanced by able counsel.
Note one thing concerning the
Hence the delay.
The prosecution puts the s;ate Si noni-ou- s
And why doesn't Danny conic to tin- from wil.i Thaw trial.
ex:,-tisand consumes two months of t:m-- .eiy
some sort of a statement about that bureau of Immigra
to nsort at Die tint of it all to a commission ti deThe peopl
tion business'.' .Most unthing would do.
termine Hie defendant's sanity. Jerom had i s much
want to know.
Door screen a strong as an ordinary door at prlce that defy
ruKtcrn-mudo
as he
screen door in both strength and price. Window
iiiimiii bifoie the trial to doubt Thaw's sai:"
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
For the three months of 1907 ending Willi last now has.
No
loutit the l.'i'giish courts m'yli: l ain
month the value of building permits in St. louis reachg
Certainly , e ii.i
from our procedure.
ed a total uf $6,264,477, a gain of J950, HIM over the corto leu rii fiom theni as to the expediting of jus- responding months lust yeur, which wus un unusually
SHE OUK NfiAV liKICK JiUIL,DlNU
The Increase lust month was the more
f fror
active period.

tnnttnmtuti
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Shaking the Rugs

r

J

IS'

r-

IIM)T, AI'HIi;

putting them back clean und free from germs
Is easy and satisfactory
to the nent housekeeper,
and
keeps the house clean and sweet during the healed term. Our stock
of fine rugs and cool and handsome muttlngs, will make a floor covering that will give comfort and i leanliness. We have thm In
beautiful designs and colors.

on sweeping day, and

and dirt,

SEE OUR ORIENTAL PATTERNS

Comfort Combined With Coolness
Is what Is required, and is exactly what Is gained by using our reed
and rattan furniture In your parlor or living rooms in summer. Our
large and varied stock will give you a complete selection of the
many and various elegant styles In which this class of furniture is
made, thereby furnishing your rooms In thorough harmony.

See Our Green Mallaca

t

F. H.
STRONG
STRONG BLOCK

at-te- pt

REFRIGERATORS

i

mud-slingln-

The

AUTOMATIC
Constructed on Scientific
Principles.

s.

Call and Sec Them.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.

one-thir-

10 per cent.

over-wroug- ht

1-

CLEO KACKIiEY'
EXPERT TAILOR,

CLEANER,

PRESSER

110 West Gold
The Old, The Genuine, The Incomparable

Chickering & Son's Piano

.

Tim exquisite tone and high quality of worknuiii.-diiand fiiibdi Imvc
combined to make the fiiiuoiiH instruments the universal choice of
those
ut know.

0,

I

WHITSON MUSIC CO.
124 South Second

t

m

f There k

Cracker

Dearer

An.yttVir7$

To

v

and

Cake Stock

pro-dem-

.

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric' Light & Power Co.

in-.,-

Y

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

(HBDMBsVIS

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
W.50
PER TON

$31.95

WOOD

Highland Livery

$40.25

BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
92.25 AND $2.75
FOR

John

Beaven

S.

602 80UTH FIRST STREET.

d

,

g

mie-Ibln-

SUPERIOR PLANING MILL
oocooooooo

WilliuniK' lu.lmn Hilt

(0)11

-

.

98

COAL

u

clear-beade-

Phone

11

Ail cure Klind
E SDr.
ana Itching
I' lit li utisnrl'Dihetuuiur..
I

,

ulavtk the itchini:
t o:it r, ftcU
ad a iMiuiitctf. L"tt- Instant ro
V il. lams' lii'liun lJilc Unit-mmi- t
lr.
wnrrniirt'd for Piles anil lu hIn I? of the privaia purtu,
Kve.y box U
uy urucBism, ny umH on
or price. bO c nti and $1.00. WiLLIAM?

I
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i:Uveland. oimt
FOR SALE BY S. VANN A SON.

IMNUFACTURING CO..

A

iu:x vor want

FEE'S
TORE.

wi

l l.

PIONEER BAKERY,
207 South

Tup-- ..

PEERLESS HOME-MADAT WALTON'S DRUG

i:i

t

I

I'J-r-

TON'S
CANDIES,

to

with enjoyini-n- t
and kr. p well,
provide yourself with rolls
Ine.id
the bust kind, the kind ue bake
you
every
day.
fresh
If
haven't been
in line with the wise one?,
tinl. i by
phone if you like.

e.it

HOT CHOCOLATE.
STOItE.

I)ltl';

If you want

trv

Hrst Street.

la Eveottg

rtiulu

HAL- -

in karertlilof,
Citizen want ad.
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ALBUQUERQUE

4. IfWlT.

FLAGSTAFF

COVERED WITH

in

K LIIIE WIDE

HBaking Powder

Doctors Replace Hair so That Blue Blaze Carried 440 Volts,
It Will Grow Back
Hand Was Literally
Again.
Cooked.
Some Damage In Colorado.

imuttTmnsvi
Inv'r,

.Special to The Kvenlng Citizen.
Oolo., April 4. What
appears to be a Revere local
4 spring snow storm Is prevailing 4
4 today over portions of Colorado 4
4 and New Mexico . it Is not se- - 4
4 vre enough to cause livestock 4
4 loan but will do some ilanmge to 4
The storm struck Den- - 4
4 fruit.
by a high 4
4 ver accompanied
4 wind and a downpour of rain. 4
4 The temperature dropped sever- - 4
4 al degrees. Snow and rain with 4
4 high winds and lower tempera- - 4
4 ture, are reported from Trinidod 4
Colorado 4
other
4 l'uebia anu
4 potntB. In many localities fruit 4
snow. 4
bv
were
covered
4 blowom

i

f

4 4

C ft

With his scalp torn so that It hung
to the skull by a few slender threads
of llesh, John Camptleld survived the
Journey of thirty hours from Flagstaff, Arlr... and arrived here this
morning ,to he taken to the local
Santa Fe hospital for treatment.
Camptleld was foreman of the section gang working out of Flagstaff on
one of the most difticult sections on
the Santa Fe system, and was going
to work yesterday morning, when the
hand car on which he and his men
rode, gave a lurch. The car was covered with snow and Camlield lost his
footing, and fell on the track directly
In front of the speeding
car. Two
wheels passed over the top of his
head, pealing the scalp from the forehead, back of the ears, to the back of
the head. The aspect the Injured
man presented as he was lifted front
a baggage car on (rain No. '1 was so
ghastl that strong men turned their
heads away.
's
At the hospital, however.
Injuries were reported not necessarily serious but severe and painful.
lr. Cutter, the physician In
charge, said that the scalp had been
patched up and that if all went well
with the patient, he would not lose
his hair. He shows a strong constitution and will likely recover from the
Injury. Ciuntield is said to be one of
the best section men In the employ
of the Santa Fe In Arizona.
Cain-lield-

Knowing nt Trinidad.
n
Trinidad. Colo., April 4. Rain
falling here this nSurnlng
ami
snow,
which is still
later turned to
fulling. The storm was accompanied
by high wind and the temperature
be-ga-

dropped wveral decrees.

Pueblo 1'ci'N Storm.
Pueblo, Colo., April 4. Snow and
rain lire falling here today with no
Immediate prospects that the weather
will clenr. The temperature 14 lower
and a high wind Is blowing.
Vega.
Slow and llain nt
ia Vega. N. .M., April 4. The
rturm, which Is being felt In Colorado, struck lns Vegas also and snow
and rain are falling at Intervals.
There is a high wind blowing which
It
makes the weather disagreeable.
is not thought much damage to fruit
temperature
will result unless the
drops considerable In the next twenty
four hours.

K

Saow IV1I at Simla IV.
Santa Fe, N. M., April 4.- Snow
fell hre last night and cloudy weather with Bnow and rain prevails this
morning. The snowfall was light but
a high wind prevailed for several
hours. The weather is rapidly clearing and no damage to fruit will result.
This afternoon,
the usual balmy
weather prevails and the sun shone.
Considerable snow fell on the peaks
to the east of the city.
The weather in Albuquerque today
was sldghtly cooler anil gusts of wind
at times made It disagreeable. No
snow fell in the city. Snow is visible
range,
on the peaks of the Sandla
northeast of Albuquerque. The foretoday
cast for
indicates fair weather
for this city but predicts snow in
northern New Mexico.

"ELKS' TOOTH" ACTORS

The following quotations

were

$H.6tf
127
93 'A
125
36 fc
95 -

63 ?
64
99Vi
61 ;i
176
35
14
151 Vi

251i

1194

Missouri Iacitic
Mexican Central

76

National Lend
New York Central
Nothern Pacific
Ontario and Western
Pennsylvania
Reading com
Rock Island com
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Hallway com
Southern Pacific
17. S. S. com

119
135V4
38
125T
109
22
81
136
23
138 ?i
99
24
18
163

Shannon
Calumet and Arizona
Copper Kauge
Old Dominion
Santa Fe Copper
North Hutte
Ilutte Coal

MOULDING

INTO

SHAPE

The greatest cast ever brought together In Albuquerque are working
every day and perfecting themselves
in their various parts. It Is fully expected that "The Klk's Tooth" will be
seen here
the greatest production
since "The Chaperones"
production
gigantic
ranks
This
with the best comic operas on the
road and should not be classed with
The entire cast of
amateur shows.
principals have appeared before the
footlights many times before, while
several of them are professionals.
The entire scenic equipment surpasses anything seen here this year,
while the stage setting of the first
act outclasses any ever put on the
local stage.
It ruts been a long time since we
have had a comic opera and the people of Albuquerque are longing for
an opportunity to hear some good
Mr. Klein, the musical
music again.
director and pianist. Is an artist of
exceptional ability, and as a director
of comic opera has few superiors in
today. The reserved
the country
seat sale will open Saturday at 9
o'clock a. m., and judging from the
great demand for tickets the house
record will be broken next Monday
and Tuesday, April 8 and 9.
KNIGHTS

OF COLUMBUS

HELD IMPORTANT MEETING
'4

4

4

4

4

of the
The local council
Knights of Columbus last even- ing held an important meeting
in the Red Men's hall, at which
there was a large attendance.
The business of the meeting was
not made public. The local cuun- cil has a large
membership
which is increasing, and tinanic- ally, the order is strong. Several
visiting members
mailt- 4 welcome last evening.
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

u.-n- -

it t ) i i n it 1

1

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

trti

8

1

Vi

54
3
91

27

Siimiiiary or Conditions.
New York, April 4. Americans in
to
below parity.
London weak.
Hank of Kngland rate unchanged.
President says Standard
oil and
mg to
arriman Interests are
place a reactionary in the White
House.
from
Hearlsh copper trade reports
Iondoii do not convince large producers here.
Strong demand for stocks in loan
crowd, especially Pennsylvania, Krte,
Canadian Pacilie and Steel common.
Southern roads report car movement easiest since November.
oney working easier
here and
abroad.
National Lead surplus after preferred dividend equal to 5.32 per cent on
common.
tiates on stocks Th" orders on the
books of the Republic Iron and Steel
on
and Tennessee Cital company's
April 1st, established a new high record.

It was only two or three weeks ago
that the previous high record was established.
Knnsas City Livestock.

KansMs CKy, April 4. Cattle receipts 3,000, including 400 southerns.
s
$4.00
Market strong. Southern
(it 5.25;
3.00r.i 4.25;
southern cows
stockcrs and feeders $3.75(n 5.00;
bulls J2.K0''(J'4.25; calves $3.50 7.25;
western fed steers $4.25(i 5.85; western fed cows $3.0011.4.50.
Sheii receipts 4 imi. Market steady.
Millions $5. 403jj6.ua;
lambs $7.25iir
:..; 0 'n 6. !'.; fed
7.9(1; range wethers
ewes $5.00'il'5.80.
sti-er-

Chicago l.lvebfock.
Chicago, April 4. Cattle receipts,
8,000. Market steady to shade lower.
Hceves $4.25 41)6.70; cows $ 1.80 (LP 5.00 ;
heifers $2,75 4 5.60; calves $g.0tl 'n 7.00
good to prime steers $5.50(fi. 6.70; poor
to medium. $4.25 6.40; stockers and
feeders $2.86 ti 5.00.
12,00a. Market
Sheep
receipts
steady. Western $ 4.25 ' 6.611; yearlings
jti.3'i'i 7.40; lambs $6.10418.15; western $6.254t S.2H.
Omaha

I.Hc-tix-- k.

Cattle receipts
to shade lower.
Western steers $3.25 Si 5.25; Texas
steers $3.0iJ'y 4.30; cows and heifers
4.
"in. ill. i. April
4. mm. Market st.-a.i- y
i

SAN MARCIAL IMPROVING

Vi

61

(Sreene Con

ARE

re-

ceived by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:
N'ew I'oiK Stock.
May cotton
American Sugar
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison com
Anaconda
American Iconiotive
Italtimore and Ohio
lirooklyn Itapld Transit
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
Chicago (5ret Western
Chicago Northwestern
KHe com
lyiulsvillo and Nashville

--

fanners

2.00 3.00
stockers and feeders $3.O0fr6.0O; calves $3.oa )i ".mi; bulls $2.80 lij 4. 20.
Sheep receipts 8000, market steady.
Yearlings $6.25 f 7.00; wethers $5.75'li'
6.25; ewes $5.00 fn 5.85 lambs $7.0'f
$2.25'ii 4.25;

(u

$

;

lr. A. K. Itessetle, surgeon for the
Santa Ke at San Marcial, who is in
the city on professional business, says
that Kan Marcial has taken on a great
appearance
of
Improvement
and
The town park has 8.011.
cleanliness.
been fixed up, and an electric light
has been placed in the center of it,
Produce Market.
and the new liroiles building lias
4
Chicago.
Closing quotaApril
been completed and Is now occupied tions:
by the postotliou and several
merMay
July 77.
Wheat
chandise establishments.
The buildCorn May
July
ing is on one of the most Important
Oats May 41?U42; July Sf..
business corners of the city and its
Pork May and July $16.10.
presence gives the place an entirely
July
lard Max- $v85i $87
People know- i.s;'s.
different appearance.
Kitis-- - M.ij $H.2-i- :
ing the place as it used to be would
July $ 77 's.
hardly recognize the front street as it
Money Market.
m now.
New York, April 4
Money on call
asy, 2
The Trice of Health.
i 3 per cent; prime mcrc.in- "The price of health in a malarious i le paper
silver 6t"i
district is Just 25 cents; the cost of a
box of Dr. King's New Life Pills,"
Metal Market.
N.-writes Klla Slayton, of Noland, Ark.
York, April 4. Lead dull 6 o
i 15; copper
New Ufe Pills cleanse gently and imdull 24 fa 2".
part new life and vigor to the sysSt. IxniU Wool Market.
tem. 2ic. Satisfaction guaranteed at
St. Louis. April 4
druggists.
Wool ni..i.l;
UIH'h.tliged.
KIAVAltl).
N'oUer.
will pay J', reward for (lie ar--- t
All parties holding bills against the
and conviction of the petty lar-.!Woman's
building
club
please present
thieves who stole my auction
j3 from the Kaynohls building, o: not later than Thursday evening,
April 4th, to Mrs. I). A. Hittner. treasresidence of Miss Kaplan.
urer.
SCOTT K Nl HIT
:

75:
45;

45.
;

'- -j

66;

I

.)

right. HOIGH DHV.
Laundry Co.

We do It

Im-jcii-

KobM-- i lltc
I lie news.

for

'I

Following

hours
after I. C. Merrltt narrowly escaped
diiith by a live wire, John F. Sykes,
manager of the Reliance F.lectrle Co.,
sufiere.lfc similar Injury at the Superior Planing mill yesterday afternoon.
Mr. Sykes had been called tn the
mill shortly after the noon hour to
do some repair work on a motor. He
had worked up until the middle of
thf afternoon, when he received the
shock that knocked him down and
rendered him unconscious for a short
time.
His left hand was badly burned,
the flesh on the little linger being
completely cooked. It Is not known
Just how the accident occurred but
(he plausible explanation at this lime
is that the wires had become crossed.
Workmen standing nearby saw a blue
Hash shoot from the motor and saw
Sykes fall. Hastening to his side and
tindlng him unconscious, their first
thought was that he had been killed.
It was but a few minutes, however,
until he recovered
sufficiently
to
stand nnd it was then that they saw
his injured hand.
The wire with which his hand came
In contact was charged with 440 volts
M.
Dr.
of electricity.
K. Wylder
dressed the Injury. Sykes was able
to walk to his home on north Second
street.
Just

twenty-fou-

he CilUcu and gel

I

We just closed a deal for a large shipment of rugs which was shipped to
Las Vegas, but not delivered there.
We bought these goods at our own
figures and shall place the lot on sale
Monday morniog at FACTORY

The finest in the world
When ordering ask lor Dr. Price's by name else
the grocer may forget the kind you are accustomed to.

r

was there
his room.
him about being on the TRUNKS
OF
streets while drunk. I had provided
an attendant for him, but as this man
was not there nt the time. I left
Jones In his room, locked the door
FAMILY ATTACHED
of his room nnd left the key in the
outside so thnt the attend. ini might
enter when he returned.
"I was In the room again after the
AT TRAIN
fall.
Dr. Stofer was there then, and
Jones talked rationally."
.
Mr. Fergusson took the witness for
at this point. He
endeavored again to show that Jones
was delirious und not drunk. An- Trotter & Hawkins Seek to
other long wrangle over the man's
actual condition prevailed, the witRecover on $40 Groness holding that the mnn was under
the Influence of liquor at the time
cery Bill.
witness visited him in his room and
nt the time w itness pass, ,1 and saw
him on the streets.
Mr. CoddingAlter a residence In the cily of
ton was then dismissed.
"oniethlng over a year, a few months
e
Mrs. Puge, the wife of the di
uanl, was next called,
was of which they lived In a little frame
asked to tell when she first sa ,v house on North Third street, and the
Jones.
The woman then began her remaining ten months in the handstory. The Judge ruled that the Jury some residence of F,. V. Chaves, on
F.lghth street, Mrs. J. O.
lie not allowed to hear the testimony North
Just at this time and ordered them ii Henrn and her four lovely daughters have gone, presumably to Dento retire until it had been finished.
leaving behind them three
The attorneys and court reporter ver,
then gathered around the judge, ami trunks, two boxes packed with good
and
ral bills, among the latter a
sevi
the woman, trembling Willi emotion,
told the story that leads this repor.. grmeiy Mil held by the firm of
"Shortly alter the incident." con- Trotter 4i Hawkins for J 40.
The baggage Is held at the local
tinued the woman, "I told my husband w hat Jones Jiad said to me. Mr. station, where H was attached late
night by Constable James Smith,
last
1
Page,
think, had gone fur the mail
at the time I was in Jones' room, ano 0:1 a complaint sworn out by the firm
holding the groceiy bill. The papers
I told him us soon as he
returned."
were served on Mrs.
Mrs. Page was here aked to de- of attachment
scribe her husband's actions or re- ii'llearn and the daughters, May and
Marguerite,
they were boarding
as
peat Ills words after hearing the
They were
the Chicago limited.
story. She continued as follows:
made aware that their trunks would
"Mr. Page said nothing, and
don't know that I can describe hia not ueeompanny them, but said they
actions. He said and did nothing had not the money with which lo
t oikJmiiiiI 1'roni Page One.)
more than lo ask me to describe settle the bill and the trunks would
J.ones to him. I told him that Jones have to remain uttached until the
is attempting to show ty Dr. Haines had left
taking his grip money could be sent back from Den
that if Jones' wounds had been prop- with him, theandhotel,
that as 1 could re- ver.
erly cared for that he would not have member
With the mother und the two
him, he was a large man,
contracted erysipelas and died. l:i with a dark
moustache, and that he daughters were also the two little
n
his
Attorney
sons
of Mrs. Mellinnls. who was very
a light felt hat."
holds that Dr. Haines never wore
Mrs. McUinnls,
After hearing this testimony the well known here.
saw Walter Jones and has only the lawyers
referred to the law on mur- who made a trip of several months to
evidence of witnesses to ascertain the der in the
second degree. It seemed Portland during the winter, but re
nature of his wounds.
that this case was based upon a turned to the city a month ago, left
From the testimony of the physi- clause
reading that the offense was the city on Saturday night for Den
cian, it was infer, ci that such a permissible
under sudden passion and ver, taking with her Miss Helen, the
properly
if
wound
cared for and al that the action
prompting it wus of little singer, who made several pub
the proper time should leave no rea- sufficient
lic appearances during the stay ui
wrong.
son for later serious results.
AttorMr. Fergusson argued that us Mr. the family in the city.
There are
neys for the defense hold that Jones Page
did not know of the incident several bleeding hearts In Albunuer
did neglect these wounds and that for some
que
of
departure
because
of the
the
after it had occurred,
death resulted from the neglect and that time
he did not meet Jones younger sisters, too; so charming
rather than from the blows them- until still aslater,
were
it was not commit- were they and so numerous
selves.
Dr. Haines stated that as he ted under a sudden
passion, and stat- their admirers.
understood the case, there would ed
A
report
was started that they had
that the offense was not, in his
have been no danger
from the Judgment,
of sufficient weight to jus- left a delinquency In the rent of the
wounds Jones received if they had tify the assault.
home,
Chaves
but this proved to be
been properly cared for at the right
The house was leased
Judge Abbott ruled that It was a a mistake.
time.
question
Jury to decide for a year nnd the rent was paid unDr. Haines was dismissed shortly whether orfornot the
the act was committed til April 1. The only toss Mr. Chaves
after 3 o'clock this afternoon, and under
sudden passion und to deter- suffers as a result of the departure
Dr. Wroth was called to the stand. mine the
the Incident In the is the two mouths' rent during which
It was thought at this time that all room mightweight
Mr.
curry upon the husband. time the house mny be vacant.
the evidence could be Introduced be- With this ruling,
the Jury was re- Chaves visited the residence this
fore the adjournment this evening.
morning and found it vacant.
to their places and the interHe
The complete report of today s ses- called
had not been informed of the intend
view between the woman was repeatsion is as follows:
Is
departure
ed
pos
In
to
ed
and
not
Page
Mrs.
jet
them.
again broke
The Page case was resumed at down in
telling the story to the Jury. session of the keys.
9:4.-- this morning.
The prosecution
Mr. Fergusson took the woman for
had rested Its case and Attorney
shortly " after her (.llM JIIIV JCKII K.VS
Dobson for the defense called his story had
mm: run-- : ltn.ix
given to the Jury.
been
tirsl witness, Charles Chrlstman. The Only a few questions were put to
The territorial grand jury at this
witness was asked but a few
her,
nothing that could be fore mornings' session of court returned
when the defense excused him. seen and
by the casual observer developed nine true bills. It Is expected that It
d
by the in
He was not
have its report ready within a
the examination.
She was dis- will
prosecution.
few days and that adjournment for
missed
shortly
before
noon
the
hour.
Charles Drown, keeper of a lodgJohn Jt. H. lines, of Albuquer tlie term will then lie taken.
ing house in Ciitllup, was the second que,Dr. was
next called.
The prosecu
this afternoon, a bill was pickHe stated that Jones came tion had called
witness.
the doctor to e him ed lat
up in the lobby of the Hank of
to his hotel between 11 and 12 o'clock as an expert
witness.
The
doctor
Commerce. The owner of the money
on the night of December 31, or, in stated
that he was not a practicing can secure same by culling at tlie bunk
the witness' own words, "the last hour physician
In this city; that lie had ind identifying it.
year."
testiof that
The witness'
been here since December, and that
mony was as follows:
a future time he had been here for
Mrs. S. W. White of 611 South Sec"Jones knocked on the door and at
or ten years.
ond street, who has been spending
came in and took a seat by the stove. nine
Dobson wanted to show that the winter in New Orleans and Cuero,
It was cold und he wanted to get theMr.witness
an expert in medical Texas, Is expected home tomorrow
warm. I asked him how he got that practice undwus
stress upon morning.
black eye."
Here the witness was the treatmentput ofspecial
erysipelas
and
about to give Jones' reply, when the wounds.
NOTICE
PCUMCATION.
prosecution objected and Judge Ab- tion was: The defense's first quesbott would not admit the story. Mr.
Department
Interior, Land Ofthe
of
"Doctor, are faci wounds any more
Brown then continued as follows:
fice ut Santa Fe, New Mexico.
than those on other parts of
"Jones remained up about fifteen serious
Feb. 28, 1907.
minutes, when he went to bed.
Notice Is hereby given that Vlcent
lie theThebody?"
prosecution objected to the Herrera.
was drunk at that time."
N.
Chlllll.
of
has filed
and the objection was sus notice of his Intention toM.,make
"Did you see him again?" asked question,
final
tained.
were
Several
minutes
then
live-yeIn
support
proof
the defense.
of his
"Yes, occasionally, on the streets. taken up by the defense In asking claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
other questions that would bring out
made December 81, 1901, for
He was drunk again, or acted so."
unsner of a like nature.
uues- - the the SK'i SWVi and lot 6, Sec. 6,
"Did you see him more than an
was
tlon
objected
question
after
to
and
NE4 NW4 and lots 1 and ?,
once?" asked the defense.
and sustulned by the Judge.
Sec. 7, Township 8 N, Range 7 E,
"Once or twice," was the reply.
"Is a and that said proof will be made beAttorney Fergusson, for the pros- - ( Another Isquestion was:
received while the man fore H. W. 8. Otero. U. 8. Court Comthat
n uiiiiii, in, ii iuua iiji nit examination Iswound
under
of
liquor
the
inllueiice
and missioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
of the witness.
Mr. Fergusson atthat has been neglected for three April 5, 1907.
tempted to ascertain if I trim n really days
He names the following witnesses
to the elements
knew that Jones was drunk, or If he during and exposed
tn prove his continuous residence up
that time, liable to aggrava- on,
was delirious.
The witness only tion from
and cultivation of, the land, vis:
exposure
'.'"
the
answered that he thought he knew a
Francisco Garcia, Lus Martin, Au- "if It had become infected, the exdrunken man when he saw him, and posure
Rel and Ignacio Herrera, all of
to
the weather certainly rello
that Jones was drunk.
Chllili, N. M.
rewould increase the Infection,"
"Did you see him take a drink?" plied
MANUKL R. OTERO,
the doctor. He then continued :
asked Mr. Fergusson.
Register.
"It would depend some upon the lo"No, was tile answer.
will
be a regular meeting of
There
cation of the wound as to the seriMr. Fergusson then
If the ousness
that might result. The face
man staggered, und the witness In
llostotl elrl L'o.s vul r l.'.'i .e..t'v
the ringers, 1 should Judge, were time she rides on a street car. Maysisted that he had seen delirious men or
more
the
places."
dangerous
men,
be
ami drunken
because she's too short to
and that Jones
Attorney Dobson then put a ques- reachIt'sa strap.
was drunk. He did not say he saw tion,
involving
ull
of
the
facts that
him stagger, but, said the witness, have developed
In the Jones
case.
"He acted foolish."
He
wilnesj
Couple's Nigtit Tonight.
if
to
know
wunted
the
Mr. Fergusson then asked If Jones
was drunk w hen he came to his hotel had seen such a ca .and that death
had resulted from it what, in his
that night. The reply was that Jones opinion,
would have been the cause
was rational in his talk and that he
of
death.
walked to bed all right.
"My opinion would be that death
Mshing to Impress upon the court
resulted from infection and negthat the night was a severe one, At- had
.
torney Dobson asked the witness one lect of treatment," ieplicd the doctor.
more question.
This question was in
'
iflTiik.'
...
At this point, adjournment
was
regard to the weather. Mr. Hrown
2
taken
o'clock
this
until
afternoon.
stated that he did not know the temperature, but that it was a very cold
XOTICK.
night. The witness was dismissed.
Sheriff Harry Coddington was next
to take the stand for the defense.
All persons having any bills or t
His testimony, showing his acquaintclaims against the l.i'e Rev. J. W. T.
ance and personal
knowledge
of McNeil, will please present the same
Jones, was as follows:
to the undersigned
"I saw Jorfes a day or two before
D. Ui IFF
he hud his fall. He was then on
THUS. K D MADDISmN.
Front street, in Gallup.
He was
iliunk and had his head tied up. 1
Impure blood runs you down-ma- kes
did not know it was Jones then, but
you an ea-- y '. h Hm for organsaw him later on and recognized him.
7
diseases. liurd k I'.lood Hitters
This time he was on Second street, icpurifies
the blood
'ires the cause
and was
Later I saw him builds you
up.
in his loom at the Hindi hotel in
Hallup. I saw him there more than
To Chicken renters.
once.
"The iir.--t time I went to his room
Mausurd's Mills are selling good
was to see him about a robbery.
1
wheat at $1.40 per 100 lbs.
was standing at the entrance of the
hotel, talking with tome men about
Jones hating been lobbed, or supposed to have been. I went to his
room then und talked with him for
the first time. I was in the room
again that night. I never saw him
on the streets after that.
While In
Albuquerque's Leading Tailors
his room 1 directed him to keep off
the streets while he was drunk. He
told me that he was no hobo or
C hoice UiiH'
f New Spring Goods on Haml.
I'luce Your
tramp, and that he knew what he
was doing.
Order 1'arly.
"1 saw the man Ju-- l before his fall.
V

had been
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PRICES.

Come Early
AND GET FIRST CHOICE

OWN

to caution

ALBERT FABER'S
... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0
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DRUGS,

PATENTS,

N".

PAGETELLS HER
.STORY

CONFECTIONERY,

STATIDHEHY

323 South Second Street
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GIGANTIC RUG SALE
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SNOW

Light Fall.
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New Mexico Escapes With

CITIZEN.

HAS JOHN SIKES NARROWLY

MAN

ULUUUumui nnnn mnn rnnn

antr

EVENING

The Old

H. ANDRITS
Reliable Watchmaker

and Jeweler

Itrlng me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for repairs.

I Watch Inspector A. T.

&

S. F. R. R.

1

10

West Gold Ave.

1

Pkoo

'1

Fer-gusso-

n,

iue.s-tion-

X

Yf

1) K

ALEK IN

317 and 319 South Second Street

fet

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and" Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

cross-examine-

UncJerSavoy M t
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
1

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the caret loss

four health, prolongs your Irf

and the worries fewer.

and protects jroor home,

Vi

it:

t

"9 F.

Tomei & Brothers w. r. r.

telephone

pr

IX YOCIt IIOMl:

9

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
Opinion

Is Divided

regard to some things, bot m-relltnce ot the meat sold
market.

In

ir

"! !?,t,,e

't

Chops, Steaks, Roasts,
r anything else which you bay
'is and we deliver to you can b from
mt

as a settled
'ior
the hest to be had.

I

ft

i ne

YOU NEXD A TELEPHONE

td

V

1

AWNINGS

s,

u--

I

in

krt.

orrct

fact that they're
For healthy

prices, patronize this rawt
sur- -

The Champion Grocery
023-02- 1

fNEVER

STALE

Co.

MATTEL'CCI BROS.
W. TIJvras Ave.
flume

x

I

UO BREADS
v

I.I

'Iff

YOUR GROCER HAS IT

FRENCH BAKERY
a
ALWAYS

rxsr rail

FRESHTASTY

PROTCCTf o av

as:U.

S. PATENT

DEALER

BALDRIDGK
J.IN C.NATIVE
ANO CHICAGO LUMBER

S
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wi
th longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDINQ
1'laxter, I.lnie, CemtaU
PAPER Always In stock.
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. AUll'Ql'KKQl K. XEV BfEX.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

ALBUQUERQUE

Witi MX.

INSPECTION

clpil liy the ntllhnritlo
in Juarrz.
Thry iirotn'trd that they wfrr mil
rem-Hint
Unit fin tliorniKie thev
knew nothing nf the iillrgfil Kimiii- I'tm. It iin-irthat four Krcnrlinn-iwanted mi thi' l;i t
charge
Whi'ii thp iiH'H g.ive their muni
ml timught 'oinliii tor 'atpontfr imi
In- ki cue tn prove w ho they were lliey
were Immediately released.
Vhe Messrs. Thnw mid MiAtiley are
tuistered lit tin- St. Kegis hotel, h- Ing nrrlvpil In the city yesterday from
Iipip they
Ihc central part of Mexico.
Iiiivp I'cpn spending
weeks on u
hunting trip.
When iiskpil whither Mr. Thaw was
cousin or lirnther of Harry Thaw,
the slayer of .Stanford While, no answer was given except. "I have nnth- -

OF

AH

INDIGENT STU

i

I

M

-

iu to say ahnt.it

Yes.

H

that."

ItI

K A!

MEETING

1

YEARS

Territory Will Pay TuitionAn Expenditure of
SI 2.500.

With Tillers of Soil Rests Industrial lm-

New

Yolk,

April

Steamboat

4.

and liaise captains whose craft
rry Inspection certificates Issued by

of the federal
thf New York office
Well
and boilers' inspection service,
a new nnd
daw Ix'pn surprised by
Inspector Oen

.

order from
providing that renewals
s this season shall de
h r. J upon the examination of various
try
inspectors who did not make
craft
.tr iireeedinK Inspection and who
:4vil! srvo no warning of their official
v isn't.
The new order further provides that, in addition to the regu- inspection,
of ferry
Jar
Sm.u.is and excursion boats shall be
made at least three times a Benson
ix of the Inspectors have been remn'Krd lemporarily to other districts
const, and other
mi .the Atlantic
toiim haw been filled from I'hlla-IrlphiInspection of boats that
bavc been overhauled for the summer service will be made some time
,im April. Again some time in June,
the excursion season opens the
after
w ill be made, nnd
i first
there will be two more In the sum
at times when the skippers are
iner
The ferries
krast expecting them.
skits. Hud coastwise steamers plying
tm New York have been undergoing
annual Inspection since the first of
rtnKPnt

Adler.
ra!
t iir:ilicati

-

a.

'March.

rJ'.IGHTY-FIKT-

ANNIVKIl- -

ll

saky oi m:m- - h m
aloston. Mass., April 4. Yesterday
was the 85th anniversary of the birth
of Rev. Dr. Edward Kverett Hale, and
ful
the clearest wish of hisd heart was
society,
filled when the
he Is the founder, and for
t which
hich he has spent so much time and
tabor, the most beloved production
t his brain and heart and life, is to
become a permanent organization
All the members of the society and
the friends of the organizations have
contributed to nn endowment fund
which places the organization upon
permanent footing, and it was expect- l that before the day was done, nil
paid In
th money required would be
I never see you again I die
"It
ptcr for your efforts to make my
work permanent." said Tr. Hale when
It was first proposed to endow the
' Iend-a-Han- d
society. Governor tjulld
m chairman Of the honorary commit
.nur. which .Includes sixteen repre- i Mutative
men and women from van
own jiarts of the country.
The
was formed some thirty years
ajro, and fifteen years later the Lend- Magazine, organ of the club,
d
wan first Issued. The
club Is found in all churches of all
d
denominations, and the
aoclety Is the organized union of the
--

Iend-a-Han-

ty

Lend-a-Han-

Lend-a-Han-

.

rlnhs.

LINK

.

W1TH- -

DKAWS TWO STEAM KHS.
il
Ttoston, Mass., April
The
line has withdrawn the steamer
Ley-lan-

.

which was to sail today from
which
to sail on the 24th. A further
Is
under
withdrawal from Boston
eons! deration. The officials refuse to
discuss the situation, but It is be
loved by exporters to be the result of
the congested conditions on the rail
and the Impossibility of getting
freight for quick transportation.

Iverpoul, and. the (Jastrlan,

na
.

amination or In such other manner
MINE as may be determined by each of
such members of such legislative assembly or by each of suiil boards of
niiitv commissioners, may appoint
The latest mining deal of Import
years one Inune In this district occurred this for a term of four
week when .las. W. Stuck transferred digent student to any one of the fol
to tie
Institutions.
his two mining properties, the Cioldeu lowing named
by student, parent, parents or
I'ourrier and Hidden I'ourrler No. I chosen
stieii-ntto
any
guardians
of
such
to Messrs. W. II. Adams, I'has.
F.
A otiiiiifi Mil
Mexico,
New
lieruhardt. of Minneapolis, and John wn:
Mi'.N.itnava. or M. I'aul, .Minn., says Normal school. Silver City; Normal
Tin university, Las Vegas; New Mexli
the Sierra County Advocate.
gentlemen are more than pleased with Military institute, Koswell.
showing
the mineral
of the district
Kaeh student so appointed shaK
predict a bright and prosperous not be less than 14 nor more than
future for the cami
Appointment shall
veins of age.
he made on or before Sept. 1st. 1M)7.
Appointment In force four years from
date.
DIES IN A and after said
Student subject to
Section 30.
same rules, regulations, discipline
as are provided for other students In
the Institution which they may enter
BLAZE OF
Section 31. The sum of $12,500.00
to pay expenses of
is appropriated
such students in the respective instiGLORY
may be appointthey
to
which
tutions
ed under provisions of this act for and
during the term of four years.
$2,000.00 per school yeur Is hereby
to each of such students to
Superstitious Find Omens in allowed
pay actual and necessary expenses
while In attendance at such institu
Last Turn of the
tion.
All such students so nppolnted shall
Wheel.
receive board, lodging, matriculation
fee. and tuition, without charge to
them or their parents or guardians
Thev shall receive Instruction in reg
Promptly on the stroke of 12
night, the "Tiger" In l'rescott, ular courses samo as other students
Section 32. All actual and necesand the territory as well, gave a final
giisp, turned his claws up to the sary expenses of such student while
daisies, and shuffled off this mortal In attendance shall be paid out by
of the Institution
the president
coll. says the Frencolt Journal-Mine- r.
His demise was marked with obse- and the treasurer thereof shall for
quies far from, solemn lu the various ward to the auditor of tin? territory
resorts in the city where he had held the certificate of appointment of th
forth for so many years. Many citi- student, which certificate shall be
zens, and numbers of the gentler sex, voucher for the sum of $200.00 for
lured by the knowledge that this was each of such students, and upon
their last oportunlty to witness "wide celpl of such certificate the auditor
open" gambling, paid the more pre- shall draw a warrant on the terri
tentious places visits during the eve- torial treasurer for such amount ii
ning.
favor of the treasurer of any such
At the Palace, the principal resort Institution.
of the sporting fraternity, at least 300
Section 33. The treasurer of the
people were In attendance when the institution shal tiny out such money
games closed. A minute before 12 on requisition of the president and
o'clock the last "turns" were made at each of such requisitions shall be
the faro games; the last roll of the accompanied
bill
by a receipted
dice was made; and the little ball showing
proper
expenditure
of
rolled around the roulette wheel for amount previously drawn for each
the last time.
All such requisitions to
student.
Many of the superstitious found getlier with such receipted bills shall
food for thought in some coincidences be filed nnd preserved In the records
in these last turns and rolls. At the of the ofliee of any such treasurer.
faro game, where Kd. Golightly sat
Section 34. Should any money re
dealing, with Hilly Fowler in the main in the hands of the treasurer
lookout chair, a four, a deuce and a of the Institution to the credit of any
king remained in the "box" for the student appointed after the time of
last turn. The turn came
his appointment shall have expired
the king remaining in "hock."
It shall
return to the territorial
"That set!,-- s it," remarked one of treasurer and become part of the
the sports. "That's where gambling fund appropriated for the expense of
will lie in Arizona for many years such students at such Institutions
to come
In hock."
Section 35. In case any student
At the other
faro table. where appointed fails to complete the four
Chris Thompson was "dealing, Har- years course,
may be ap
ney Smith occupying the lookout pointed in lieu another
thereof for the un
chair, the last turn came
expired portion of such course by
"line-threeexclaimed
someone. the board of county
commissioners
"That makes thirteen unlucky num- of
the county In which student lives,
ber."
Section 36. The territorial aud
Strange to say, the ivory ball of the
is authorized and instructed to
roulette wheel dropped Into number Itor
levy for the above purpose during
thirteen on Its last roll In l'rescott.
years
1910
li07, 1S0S, 9 0
iiayers were three nnd four deep the
around the different games, all anxiThere Is more Catarrh in this section
ous to "make a last bet." but no senof the country than all other diseases
sational wagers were made.
put together, and until the last few years
After the games closed in the was supnosea to be Incurable. For
Palace the Illrch Bros., of the "Cel- great many years doctors pronounced It
local disease and prescritied local rem
lar," sent up an immense pot of tdiis,
ana by constantly railing to cure
beans, labelled:
"To the sports of with local
treatment, pronounced Incur
the l'alace, from the boys of the Cel- able. Science has proven catarrh
to
lar, with regrets."
be a constitutional disease and therefore
The closing of the games In the requires constitutional treatment. Hall s
manufactured by t. J
Palace throws twenty-seve- n
people Catarrh &Cure,
Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the only
out of employment, representing a Cheney
on the market. It
cure
daily wage expense of $156. - The constitutional
Is taken Internally In doses from 10
Wellington will profit $143 per day In drops
to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly
salary savings, through the closing of on tne blood and mucous surfaces ot the
system. They ofTer one hundred dollars
the games.
Bend for
At the latter place appropriate for any case It fails to cure. Address:
ceremonies were also observed In circulars and F.testimonials.
J. CHUNKY & Cit..
mourning for the dead "Tiger."
Toledo, Ohio.

TEXICO WILL SOON KNOW
WHERE IT IS AT

The unsurveyed strip. on which
Textco Is situated, will be resurveyed

I
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Institutes

throughout

the terri

To those who are not familiar with
lie workings of such an Institute, lit-l- e
of its real value can be realized.
In
the east. in nnd central states

these institutes take first rank with
the greatest institutions, and surely
when they have proved so valuable
to states renowned for their fertile
soil and wonderful ndaptibility
to
farming thev should prove doubly
beneficial to this territory where the
luestion of mining is a much more
diflicult one.
The teachings of the Institute are
id vantages to be derived from science
is applied to agriculture. Generally,
when the farmer Is asked to listen
to a lecture on setenco he at once Infers that the subject Is beyond his
miprehensloii. He thinks it nil very
well for more learned men, but that
he has not the time to devote to it.
The truth is, lie need not devote as
much time to scientific farming ns to
the old methods, and the benefits ure
ilniost
Eastern farmers have realized the
benefit of the Institutes. They are
now getting sixty bushels of oats
where thirty grew before. Farms that
formerly averaged thirty bushels of
corn are now giving from seventy to
one hundred, and wheat fields that a
few years since were considered valutwenty
able when they produced
bushels of grain to the acre nre now
producing ns high as fifty and sixty
bushels.
These are the actual results of fol
lowing scientific methods, and the experts In the eastern agricultural college do not think they have nearly
reached the limit of their work.
In states where the soil is black It
Is most always deficient In some one
ot the three principal elements that
go toward making plant life. These
elements are phosphorus, potassium
i ml hydrogen.
It mny be said that
ill eastern lands contain one or two
of these elements in abundance, but
that the three are very rnrely combined lu one tract of land.
The experts from the Agricultural
colleges have discovered how these
elements may be supplied to field
needing them and the hundreds of
experimental stations throughout the
central slates have proved that these
irtitlicial plant foods serve the same
purpose as the natural ones.
Kastern farmers have learned that
dassluni or phosphorus may be sup
plied by Inocculatlng the soil with
steam bone meal or with rock potas
sium and the expense Is very small.
Hydrogen might also be supplied by
a condensed form of some nature, but
the exDerts have found the more sim
ple way to be by simply sowing the
fields to leguminous plants once every
two or three years.
For those farmers who are not
familiar with the term "leguminous"
It may bo well to state that a plant
of that nature Is one whose roots feed
upon the hydrogen of the nlr. Al
falfa, soy beans, clover and cow peas
are among the leguminous plants. Al- ten-fol-

d.

INTEREST

falfa Is jet a new plant li47tho east,
nnd, while It is said to be the best
plant for this purpose, so little Is
known of It that one of the other
plants are more generally used thprp.
The knowledge of this plant in the
territory will prove of value to the
farmers here who desire to adapt scl
entlflc methods of farming.
Kvery county In the central states
has its farmers' institute, and a three
or rour clays session is held every
year. Kxperts from the state univer
sities, agricultural colleges nnd experl
ment stations address the farmers
who gather nt the sessions and a most
interesting meeting results. A display
of fruits and farm products always1
Is a feature of the
meetings and
prizes nre awarded for the winning
In some states, nnd In
exhibitors.
Illinois especially, n boys' corn judging contest is another feature of the
meetings. In this contest, an expert
corn judge calls a class of young far
mers and gives them a number of
ears of corn to judge and score. The
winner In this contest Is awarded a
free scholarship at the short course
In the state university with nil of his
expenses paid by the county he represents. For the young farmer girls
there Is a similar contest carried on
by the domestic science associations',
and the girl who wins in this Is provided for a short term course In the
domestic science department of the
universities.
It should not be Inferred
from
what has been said that the farmers'
Institutes teach scientific farming only
It treats all subjects relating to the
farm, such ns dairying, livestock and
poultry raising, fruit growing, truck
gardening, etc.
Where the Institutions have been
grows
established
the enthusiasm
wonderfully, and It Is believed that
the meeting to be held In this city
Saturday will be a success nnd that
its influence will be Instrumental in
giving the territory one of the things
It most needs.
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SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

Faellltlea.

Extends te Deposltora Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $1 5. 000. 00.

and

Solicits

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. President; "W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot O. E. Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCIUSOX. TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RT.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

orricmra and oirtcrofta
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD3
M. W. FLOTJRNOY
FRANK lIcKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLD3

President
Vice President
CtUbler
AaauKant Cashier
Director

U. m.
POtlTORY
Authorized Capita!
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka k Santa Fe

I'ROPOSAUS FOIt TWO ADOBE
BUILDINGS. Department of the In
terior, Office of Indian Affairs, Wash
ington, D. C. March 19, 1907
SKA LED PROPOSALS, plainly mark
ed on the outside of the envelope,
"Proposals for Day School Buildings,
Santa Fe, New Mexico," and addressed to the Commissioner of Indian Af- farls. Washington, D. C, will be re
celved at the Indian Otllce until two
o'clock p. m. of April 18, 1907, for
furnishing and delivering the necessary materials and labor required to
construct and complete a day school
building and employes' quarters both
of adobe at the San lldefonso day
school. New Mexico, in strict accord
ance with plans, specifications and
instructions to bidders which may be
examined at this ofliee, the offices of
"The Citizen," Albuquerque, N. M.,
and the "New Mexican," Santa Fe,
N. M.; the Builders' and Traders' Exchanges aUOmaha, Neb., St. Paul,
Minn., and Minneapolis, Minn.; Northwestern Manufacturers'
Association,
St. Paul, Minn.; the U. S. Indian
111.,
Chicago,
St. Louis,
Warehouses at
Mo Omaha, Neb., and New York, N.
Y.; and with Clinton
J. Crandall,
Supt.. Indian School, Santa Fe, N. M.,
to whom application should be made
for further Information. C. F. LAU-l- t
A BEE, Acting Commissioner.

K

$500,008.1
$250,000.0
Railway

Company

STRICTLY PRIVATE
We solicit your banking

business; and witb tbe
assurance on our part

that it will be Kept
STRICTLY

&

SAMPLKS
CAKPET
GAI.OKE,
hound for rugs. One-thir- d
off regular price. Futrelle Furniture Co.

PRIVATE

ALBUQUERQUE.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

WBlmrhwMeaB

.

FAIN

It means the

hottest and cleanest
flame produced by
any stove.
This is
the flame the New

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

7

j

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

RFECTION
Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stov- e
.

&
CLtRN

LINE

fuel-expen- se

household use.
Madeof bras throughout and beautifully nickeled.
Perfectly constructed; absolutely safe; unexcelled
power; an ornament to any room.
in
If not at youv
Kvery lamp warranted.
dealer's, write to our nearest agency.
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Incorporated
. UMIHIII ii
mt

light-yivin-

Li2

i

gives quick results because its
unequaled.
heat is nighly concentrated. Cuts
in two. Made in three sizes. Ev ery
If not at your deal
stove warranted.
our
s
nearest agency.
er write to
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The Best Line
celling, wainscoting;, partition and other lumber In hard ami
Mift woods, shingles, lath, etc.. isn't
always that marked at the lowest figures. Hut when It conies to counting
up the cost for two or three years at
a utrctch, we guarantee that you'll
ogree with us that ours Is the best line
nf lumber In this vicinity.
of flooring,

RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquette

eKecce0c0
L. 5. PUTNEY
"OLD RELIABLE."

i

ESTABLISHED

187J.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

J. D. Eakta, Preildeot
Vice Preilden.

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

Cbaa. Mellnl, McrvUr?
O. Btcbechl, TTeanrer.

O. Gloml.

Carries the

Consolidated Liquor Company
MEL1NI

8rjccs ort

A.

to

EAKIN, and BACHECHI

i

'

kttp vrytblog la Hook to outfit
aott foitldlout bar eomploto

Most Exclusive Stock of Stable Groceries la
In the Southwest

RAILROAD AVENUE.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

largst and

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

A QIOMI.

WHOLCBALK OKALKRm IN

well-know-

Dr. Shoop's
Headache
Tablets

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

l

Perfection Oil Stove
jives the instant a
fighted match is applied no delay, no
trouble, no soot, no
dirt. For cooking, the

i:as

i

Wholesale Grocers

,
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;
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ALLOWED

With Amp'e Meana and Unsurpassed

,"

and opened for settlement In the lm
The contract for
mediate future.
avrveylng the land in question has
keen let to Hugh K. Duval, a deputy
As we have
United States surveyor.
no Information as to when the sur
vy will be made, we Infer from the
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
importance of the matter that It will
Take Hall's Family Pills for constlpa
Cured of
be taken up and completed at one
lion.
Henry
Mr.
Wm.
Chattanooga,
of
on
to
tile
which will enable settlers
their land and perfect title In the Teni!., had rheumatism In his left
irm. "The strength seemed to have
usual way.
gone out of the muscles so that o. SALE OE BONDS
was
useless for work," he says. "1
II
applied Chamberlain's Pain Halm and
BILL" THAW GETS
apped the arm in flannel at night.
AT SANTA EE
and to my relief I found that the pain
me and the strength
gradually
left
INTO JAIL AT JUAREZ returned. In three weeks the rheulu satisfaction
matism had disappeared and has not
of a judgiiien
since returned."
If troubled with .inn Miming to $20.93 1.50 in favor
n
try
few
applications
of Santa Fe,
the
rheumatism
First
of
Paso,
National
bank
i'haw,
April 4. William
'!:
Halm. You are certain to be Sheriff Charles C. Closson sold at aui
of Pittsburg, believed to be a cousin Pain
ot Harry Thaw, and I. T. Mc.Vuley. pleased with the relief which it uf- - lion in Santa Fe yesterday morning
seventy-eigbonds of the Socorro
alno of Pituburg, were placed under fords. Kor sale by all druggists.
impany, of the face value of $3,000
arrest In Juarez yesterday by mistake M AXITOHA
lifly
CTIOVI,
i:iH
the lied Klver Valley
shares
of
custody
released
from
when Coand
ASSOCIATION JIKWIMi.
total face value $5,000;
two
ntactor Carpenter, of the Mexican Cen4.
Winnipeg.
April
Manitoba,
The bonds of the city of Socorro of the
tral railroad, was called by the men Manitoba Kducatlonal
association
is
ace
value of $500 each, and fifteen
to prove their Identity.
lu
Hrandon for a IkuiiIs of the city of Socorro of the
The men were arrested on suspi- meetingdays'today
session, meeting in the face value of $100 each, together with
cion of being Frenchmen charged with three
KfTtuggllng some tiie.miis into Mexico l.orne school building. A public lec- overdue nnd unpaid coupons amount
will be given on Thursday even- inir to $i00. The entire lot was pur
.mm the I'nlled Stales and were nr- - ture
ing in the Presbyterian church.
based by Major It. J. Paleii, presl
lent of the bank for $1,200. The
lines coffee disagree with you? judgment
wan
some time ago
Probably it does! Then try Dr. and was againstsecured
American Valley
woitrn swim..
Shoop s Health Coffee. "Health Cof-fie- " company and T. the
H. I atron.
is a clever combination of parched cereals and nuts. Not a grain of
Here is u simple
as given by an eminent
real coffee, remember, In Dr. Shoop's
authority on Kidney disease
iieuttn Coflee. yet Its flavor and taste
n atches closely old Java and Mocha
and ltheumatlsm
ouee. ir your stomach, heart, or
kidneys can't stand coffee drinking,
Fluid
Extract Dandelion,
In tha hisd csln tnraiu-re- .
hat lu
hlniiOongesttiMi.
tiy Health Coffee. It Is wholesome.
one-ha- lf
ounce; Compound
twin I blood irisiira nothing
nourishing and satisfying. It's nice Pain
Kargou, one ounce; Compound
1m usually.
no
l'r.
At
uyi pink tablet. uid lo
ltt, ft little
"Vi n for the youngest chllJ.
Sold by prove It he ha rruaU'd
That
Hyrup of Sarsaparllla,
three
i
a.
uringham.
called
lliadac'lie Tllt
Miooli
tabU't
lr.
ounces.
Take a teaspoonful
LloHt pnmturH awar from pain Centura.
coal
after each meal and at bedlUeflM't iftctiarming. pWkinirly delightful, (ieitllf,
Itlll.l, COI'NTY I'AUMKKS'
though kaltly. it nuruy enualuus Uiw blood cirv
time,
j
i'niox
mi:i:ts
of
Temple, Tex., April 4. The Hell latioii.
If r ou liaro a beauarhs. It's blood, preuure.
n
( ounty Farmers'
A
local druggist
union is meeting to
II 11 painful period with wuim-ntame eaiaa,
1( rou am tlMp)in, rciitlraa. iutvoiu. it't blooa
is authority
that these Inday at Hartlett. for Important busl
i
U
gredients are harmless and
That
ness.
min
Contention blood pressure.
K. A. Calvin, of Dallas, presl
for I'r. Slump , lliilai h Tablets Ui
easily mixed at home by shakdent of the Texas Farmers' union, cunaimy.
JO minute, and tha tatili it tuuply Uiiirtbulg
lu
It
ing well lu a bottle.
He also
is present for the purpose of enllght
the unnatural blood preturH.
t iling the iiieeling on Mime important
states that he has been advised
BruiM) your linger, and ihiesn't it get red. and
well, aim pain you? Ol tiure it ilie lt't cua
by many of his patrons that
matters coiiticcteil with the organiza
bluod pmuure. You'll lin.l it where paia
tloll.
this prescription has a peculiar
tattioo,
i
It s simply Comuum Sen.
i
healing and soothing effect
In wU at
ixuu, ud checrlul.y rmonuaistul
.cnllo and Krfeitive.
upon the entire Kidney and
A well
known Manitoba editor
L'rinary M'Uilure, often overwrites: "As an Inside worker I find
coming the worst forms of
Chamberlain s Stomach and IJver
Hackache and Jlladder Weaktablets Invaluable for the touches
ness in just a little while.
biliousness natural to sedentary life,
This mixture is said to remove
their action being gentle and effective.
all blood disorders and relieve
i i
ih
ileal inif the dicestlve t: l
ItheumallMii.
bead." Price, 25 cents. Simplest
"ALL DRUGGISTS"
free. All druggists.
pre.-rip-tlon-

capital and surplus, $iou,uoo

-

Farmers' Institute.

h

SIERRA COUNTY

tiatr

NEW MEXICO

provement of New Mexico-R- io
Grande Valley Should Have

-

T

Ihliiy-sevent-

Railroad Conditions.

SATURDAY
ALBUQUERQUE

FiOU

I, IMT.

RIONTEZURU TRUST CO.

Ilitavr I'ihiimI It lit I .a si.
found what? Why that Chamber- li.in's Salve ruips eczema and all
manner of Itching: of the skin. I
have lipen nfflii'tpi.l for many year
liie following is all able dig st ol
Fanners in tin Itlo Clan ,e valley
with skin disease. I hail to get up
part of the appropriation bill, hould not o liook the meeting to
YESTERDAY ANNIVERSARY
three or four times every night and that
providlegislature,
by
the late
wash with cold water to allay the passed
held at the lieiiinllllo county court
for the appointment of students he
eirlhle lirhing. hut since using this ing
experts
educational Institutions house next Saturday, when
to
various
the
! 0 .
Tipceniher,
In
Itching
salve
the
professors from the agricultural
unl
OF EDWARD EVERETT KALE lias stopped arnl has not troubled me. of the territory, being sent out in cir
liege at MeMlla Park, will be pres- form over the territory from
-- Kliler
John T. iiigpy. IJootvllle, cular
them upon subjects
the ofliee of the territorial superin nnt tov o address
a. Kor sale by all druggists.
to the farm.
tendent of public Instruction:
purpose
of
The
the meeting like a
Section !!. Kach member of the number of
Several European Steamers Withother meetings which have
assembly
legislative
n held throughout the territory, Is
ST. PAUL PEOPLE BUY
and the board of county commissiondrawn Because of Congested
ers of each county by competitive ex to further the establishing of farmI

Till ItsliW. WUU,

ATTEND

DENTS TO GET

lo

DiHcrcnt Inspectors Must Visit Them and Time of Visit
be Unknown.

CITIZEN.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE,, N.

M.

tbo

been appointed axclualva agantt In tha Bouthweat for Joe. t.
Schlitz, Wm. Lamp and fit Louie A. B. C. BrewoHee; Yellowetone,
Green River, W. H. MeBrayer'a Cedar Brook, LOula Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and jther atandard brand of whiiklea toe numaroua te mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
laetlae
But sell tbe atralgbt article aa received by ua from the bat
Dtst'.lierteg atid Breweries la tee Ucl'ed Stat a. Call and lnaaeet oar
Stock and Prlcei, or write tor Illustrated Catalogue tad Price Uet.
Issued to dealer! only.

THE
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL .

I

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkole Rooting

Ftrst and Marqoette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

TIM HMAY AIMIIL 4.

10T.

AI.bUQUEHQUE
HE GAMBLED

A Clean

T

The Tiger Died Easy at Globe.
But Old Timers Feel

Things

unite the same
street
last night,
says the Arizona Silver Helt,
In the various em- lished at
porlum where thirst iiucnchers are
dispensed and where for years games
of chance have been operated,
it
looked powerful lonely to the
and the rounder. The roulette
wheel and the faro layout had dis
appeared and the lookout chair, with
occupant, was gone; the
its keen-eye- d
old
his only possible occupation and inversion blotted out,
sat in the corner trying to realize if
It were really true.
The devotees
of the Hoddess of Chance wandered
in and out about the "gilded halls''
trying to accustom themselves to tic."
I'li.intfi' brought about In one night
by an unfeeling legislature, who had
hoard "the call of the wild" reform-Her- e
(IS.
and there was a quiet
Kimic if "pan" in progress "for the
d rinks, " but there was but little
in the game, and
lerest
even the moving pictures which the
night before had seemed so exciting,
failed to divert .
Kntl Comes lVarefuMj-Gambling, however, died easy In
At midnight Sunday, with
Globe
crowds thronging each place, with
many trying to place a good-by- e
bet,
legalized gambling went out of existence, and it there is any gambling
hereafter, it will necessarily be behind closed doors, carefully guarded
in and out, but It is not probable that
there will be any attempt to evade
the law in lilobe.
There was considerable "doing" Sunday night along
Kvery plaoe where a
the line.
gambling game was In operation was
tilled and in some places, us the hour
drew near for the official death of
the game, some broke Into song. In
one place they sang "Ain't it a
Shame?" and followed It with a parody on "He Rambled." the chorus
of which went something like this:
"He gambled, he gambled,
He gambled all around,
in and out the town;
He gambled, he gambled.
He gambled till the Hunt bill cut
him down."
(oiio Never to Itotiiru.
Most of the professional gamblers
who have been In Ulobe for some
morning
time left yesterday
for
points In Nevada, where nothing but
railroad reform has been attempted
by the state legislature; others left
for New Mexico, where there will be
gambling until January 1. 1908, and
a few who had saved up a good stake
left for the Jamestown
exposition,
which opens In Virginia on A pril 26.
A large bunch will pull out of Globu
this morning, and today there will be
or me dealers in town Those
who remain have
already secured
means
other
Some
of employment.
have been trying to "get out of the
business" for a long time and the
thoughtful
legislature has shown
them the way.
coming in from the
The
hills or the range will experience a
pang of regret when he sees the
change, but like the others, he will
soon become
to
accustomed
the
change and learn to master the game
of "old maid" and play It for noth-- !
Ing more valuable than fun, with the
.est of one for whom the Innocent
diversion got its name.

down

weren't

mi ISroad

pub-t'.lob- e.

old-tlni- er

H.1.-f.ml tilnfA.l fhfif ltA
mi. In
tilt. i.itl-.- ft n i t r
hoil nn flute
so 1 took him on.
For weeks he
led me a dance. It was by accident

that

1

ff--

case-keepe- r,

found out the whole thing.
"Hue night a police constable and
myself were walking nlong a street,
when we suddenly saw the legs of a
man swing over the trough of a jew-- j
eler's shop oij to the roof. That was
not more than fifty yards nway from
the central criminal offices and in
the main street, too!
" 'linoil Jod!'
exclaimed the constable, and we both ran. The rope
was left there attached to the trough.
;The constable went up it. while I
whipped round to the back. He
chased the marauder on the slates,
him ngainst a chimney-stacSpecialists In Crime Are Eas- and hooked
And when the thief saw me
waiting In the yard, he burst out
ily Tracked Down by
laughing.
" 'Heavens!' I sai
'Youl' and lie
Detectives.
merely giggled.
" '(Join' to my house tmnorrer
lie
asked.
" 'Perhaps," 1 replied.
I Mulnlltsti'1(Eng.) Chronicle
"
louder
are quite 'and louder. And.he lo!giggled,
After nil, criminal
when I was
the-iI
t kitkrwiiiK
mean
simplicity.
in
to
recover
able
about
half
of
the
the real habitual criminals who do stolen Jewelry for the past live weeks
wrong because they enn't help It. from underneath a flag In the cellar
Most people who have had to do of his house!"
with them Intimately have been
And so It was by accident that he
struck with their resemblance to was caught. Of course,
he would
children.
have been caught in time. He would
too,
lack Idea. It have gone back upon his
Real criminals,
d
Is oa this account that the majority
spectacles. That would have
of them can be easily traced. Any led to a search of his house, and the
tBiart detective who 'by examining finding of the gold and silver
the situation of a criminal act, has
some Idea at once as to who Is likeWhy." said my friend, as we got
ly t have had a hand In the deed. to liritish government offered a good
Mostly the criminal hasn't the brains price for the scalps of deadly snakes.
to alter his method; he has no ori- I'he people of this class Instantly got
ginality. His crimes are simply In- busy, and began breeding snakes.
sanity working in one narrow chan"H is said that while that reward
nel.
as in force all other businesses were
I was doing the rounds with a city laid aside in order to take advantage
detective one nght during the pres- of the munificence of the empire, of
ent month. He had Just been put on course the viceroy soon learned of
to nearch for a man by Ills chief. the Inflated condition of the snake in
Aad what at first aroused my Interest
and the reward was with
' was the indifferent way he pursued dustry,
drawn."
his tank.
This summer Lancaster
will
be.
"Oh," he said, when I hinted at possibly, as great a market for all
this, "I know my man. Know where sorts of jungle animals as It is now
he'll be and the time he'll be there.'' for horses and mules. There is more
"The fellow I want." said the de- money in the handling of wild ani
tective, "like all criminals, is a fool. mals than In domestic ones, but the
He always does the very same thing risk Is much greater.
The loss of
He's wanted for now."
two or three ppnhnl
rr llrtnv In n
As a matter of fact, he had been shipload
seriously
would
interfere
"rapping" lead. He had a market for w;th the profits
of the enterprise.
lead. He had a god knowledge of These animals are to be trained at
lead. He had a good knowledge of Lancaster by Hindus and Mohamma-tian- s,
where some of it was waiting innothey will be sold to cir
cently to be pinched. Lead was all cuses, and
zoological gardens, museums.
be wanted and all he would take.
e.'c.
"I've known him." remarked the
detective, "to go through rooms full
Farmers, mechanics,
railroaders,
f valuables even with a gold watch
lying loosely on a table to get to rely on Dr. Thomas' Kclectrlc Oil.
sting
cuts,
Takes
out
of
the
burns or
ho
knew
the top of the house where
at once.
I'aln cannot stay
there was lead. He had no call for bruises
where It Is used.
watches; they weren't in his line
o
Just as a chap on the Koyal exchange
who deals In corn has no use for IllSllOP HAMILTON'S lM.M'.SK
cotton. He knew, too, that if he
POS TPON IX CON FKRKXC
were foolish enough to leave his
Hrldgefiort. Conn.. A m il 4
beaten track, without having thought the first time In its history the For
an- - '"III KAPPA ISI 1'ltATKK- it well out, he was as good as done nual session of the New York east
MTY HOLDS CONVENTION.
far."
is postponed, from today
Syracuse. N. Y.. Amil - The an- the "lead conference
We proceeded toward
until the 10th of April. Hisliop Ham- - inual convention of the Phi Kappa Pal
pincher's" customary haunt, the at- llton
was assigned to hold the con-- j fraternity is being hel.j in this city
traction of which was a woman!
is seriously ill, having toitay and will remain in session
"I shall have to get him at a cer- ierence,so nut
for some time, but Is im- - morrow. It Is held under the aus- tain time. All these fellows." went proving. but
sufficiently to lire- - pices of the Syracuse chanter, and
not
on the officer, "have ways peculiar sine. jiev. itlsniip lioousell will lake
everv co ege In the country with n
to themselves.
Kach man always his place.
chapter is reiircsented bv delegates.
hit .Us the same kind of articles, always using practically
the same
methods. Ixiok at this fellow's record!" and he opened his book. "See!
Every woman corets a
bees sealing lead for twenty years;
shapely, pretty figure, and
started in 1885 half of his time In
gaol all for lead. He's the only lead
many of them deplore the
copper we have In this district, and
loss of their girlish forms
when he's in gaol you can leave lead
after marriage. The bearing
anywhere, and It'll be all right. As
soon as he's liberated complaints
of children is often destructive
come In to us about missing lead."
to the mother's shapeliness.
And so it was emphasized by my
All of this can be avoided,
informant, and by others, that it is
very seldom a fellow changes his however, by the use of Mother's Friend before baby comes, as this
system, or the kind of object of his
theft. If a man goes in for jewelry, great liniment always prepares the body for the strain upon it, and
he sticks to it I mean, he sticks to preserves the symmetry of her form. Mother's Friend overcomes all the
the habit of stealing jewelry.
and carries the expectant mother safely through
of child-birt"There's a fellow I nabbed last danger
critical
period without pain. It is woman's greatest blessing.
this
week," said the detective. "He'd
been out of gaol for two days when Thousands gratefully tell of the benefit and relief derived from the
he looted a shop in a main thoroughuse of this wonderful
fare. As soon ns I saw the panel removed from the back door I knew remedy. Sold by all
the man I was to deal with. I've druggists atfi.ooper
never known a man who could take
bottle. Our little
out a door panel so neatly and smartly as he can. Well, he took out the book, telling all about
panel, which was his invariable
this liniment, will be tent free
and just cleared a case of small
up his Tie BndfleU Replitw Co., Atlanta, 6a.
He had made
silverware.
aiind what he was going to swag
had probably seen it in the daytime.
It snust have taken him some time
to get to the case, and he must have
removed articles valued at hundreds
f pounds to reach It."
"Curious," I remarked.
"Well, customary
habitual lack
of originality, or something of that
sort." said the officer. "And it's silly.
He knows that I know that small
silverware Is his specialty, and that
04
his one idea his one specialty is
that of removing back door panels.
I don't kno( to this day how he does
it.. Hut, by gad, its accomplished
as clean ns a new penny; and I've
known him to do it when a police
man must have been within twenty A
BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OP ALBUQUERQUE,
yards of him at the time.
N. M . AT THE JUNCTION OP THE MAIN LINE OF
"Supposing he were to change?"
asked, "what then?"
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
"How change"
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITT, GALVESTON
"Change his method and the char
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGEter of Ids swag?"
LES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
"If he could da It with any amount
of cleverness which
doubt he's
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
put me off the scent. I'll tell you a
c:ue.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 2SH40
"I once had a man who had a lik
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
ing and a good market, no doubt
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
d
spectacles. He was
for
D GRAND
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
a beggar on glass cases left hanging
I
shops.
have
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTutslde opticians'
dozen
a
a
to
in
clear half
known him
ING 116,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
sight wouldn't touch anything else,
POPULATION OF 1,500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
rxcept just occasionally
perhaps
BELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
MERCANTILE
when lie u been asked for something
of the sort by some little storekeer
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
er. Hut he did n round of Jewelers'
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESpremises for a change.
TAURANTS, ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIP"He had a rope with three hooks
PING POINT FOP. WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE.
lied to one end. He d closely inspect
ed three rather
Jewelers'
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
premises, and made the rope anil
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILhooks accordingly. You see, he would
ROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ihrow the rope so that one of the
ESTIMATED.
souks would fasten itself in the wood
en trough on the roof; then he would
pull himself up he'd been a sailor
Oa
.nd enter the place by means of tli
i.vhght.
got
a
one night he
in itfiiillri nt
.! one of the best he'd done. 1
ii i t him the day after, but never Rus
ted him. As there had been
spectacles missing since
.
was liberated from quail, for onc- Hut tin
.id no Until upon him.
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We've two and three piece Suits of all suitable and stylish
Summer fabrics. Thin Coats, Thin Trousers, Negligee Shirts,
Thin Underwear, Hosiery and all sorts of Thin Toggery for
Summer Wear. And the best of the story is the fact that our
prices are also thin enough for your satisfaction and comfort.

COMPANY

Lordsburg Company Incorporates
For One Million Dollars
Olflclal Matters.

Summer Suits at - - $12 to $30
Summer Trousers at $2 to $6

The folSanta Fe, V M . April
lowing articles of Incorporation have
been tiled In the office of Tentorial
Secretary J. W. Kaynolds
Torpedo Townslte company. PrinK

cipal place of business at lis Cruet s.
Dona Ana county. Territorial agent,
Nicholas Guile, at Itis Cruees. Cap
ital stock, $30,000, divided into 3.000
shares of the par value of lino each.
Duration, fifty yiars. Incorporators,
George K. Fitzgerald and Charles It.
Walter, of Organ, and Nicholas Unt
ies, of Las Oruces.
The Golden Courier Miiimg cnni-inPrincipal place of business at
Hlllsliiiro, Sierra county. Territorial
agent. J. W. Stuck, nt HilNbnro. Cap
ital stock. $500,000, divided into Min.- 000 shares, of the par value of $1
each, commencing business with $o.- 00(1.
object, milling. I hn.it ion, litly
years.
H.
Incorporators,
William
Adams, of Minneapolis, Minn.; John
McNamara, of St. Paul. Minn, and
J. W. Stuck, of Hlllsboro.
Vaughn Townslte company. Prin
cipal place of business nt Melrose,
Roosevelt county.
Territorial agent.
William D. Mcltee, nt Melrose. Cap
ital stock, $,000, divided into ISO
shares of the par value of $,",ii each
object, establishing a new town and
real estate business, lunation, urty
I
years.
Incorporators,
William
Mcliee, of Melrose; N. T. Daiigherty.
of Carlsbad, and C. C. Marshall, or

Hardly think you can mention an article of Clothing or
Toggery that would add to your Summer comfort that we cannot show in a style to please you. Come, see.
Washington
Fashioned Apparel
THI WAfMfftCTOM

j

M.Fine Clothing
MAN Furnishings.
DELL
and

CO.

Itlitcn by a Spider.
Through blood poisoning caused by
a spider bite, John Washington, of
Kosqueville. Tex., would have lost his
leg, which became a mass of running
sores, had he not been pemuaded to
try lUiekliu's Arnica Salve. He writes:
"The first application relieved, and
four boxes benled nil the fore.'"
Heals every sore. 2Tic at all

Elks' Opera House
Monday and Tuesday

April 8 and 9

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
The Givnt

Ocnitlo

Comedy

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mul's Bought and

Texlco.

Fulghum & Company.
Principal
of business at Katun. Colfax
county. Territorial agent, lienjainln
W. Fulghum, nt Katon. Capital stock
$:'i.000, divided Into 2."i0 shares of
$100 each. Object, general business.
Duration, fifty years. Incorporators,
William A. Fulghum. Benjamin W.
Fulghum and Kdgar V. Fulghum, all
of Katon.
Philadelphia Copper Mines company.
Principal placo of business at
Hanover, Grant county.
Territorial
agent, H. F. Raker, at Hanover. Capital stock, $500,000, divided into 500,-00- 0
shares of the par value of $t
commencing
each.
business with
$129,060.
Object, mining. Duration,
fifty years. Incorporators, .1. W.
M. P. Keogh and P. Koddy,
all of Milwaukee, Wis.
Peiin Mining company.
Principal
place of business at Lordsburg. tlrant
county.
agent.
A.
W.
Territorial
Morningstar, at lordsburg. Capital
stock. $1,000,000. divided Into 1,000.-00- 0
shares of the par value of $1
each, commencing
business with
$450,000.
Object, mining. Duration
fifty years.
Incorporators,
M.
F.
Nagle, I). P. Faust and Samuel John,
all of Shamokln, Pa., and A. W. Morningstar, of Lordsburg.
nlace
t. O. Myhre At Co. Princ-limof business at Tyrone, Grant county.
Territorial agent, O. G. Myhre, at Ty
rone . Capital stock $10,000, divided Into 100 shares or the par value of
$100 each. Object, general merchandise business.
Duration, fifty years.
Incorporators, o. G. Myhre and Maud
Myhre, of Tyrone, and K. M. Turner,
of Silver City.
Farmers' Development Co.
Principal place of business at Springer,
Colfax
county.
Territorial agent,
M. N. Mikesell, at Springer.
Capital
stock. $250,000. divided into 2.500
shares of the par value of $100 each,
object, establishing irrigation works.
Duration, fifty years. Incorporators,
I. H. Kosenberger, of Covington, O.;
I. H. Miller, of Gettysburg, O.; I). G.
Weiirlck. of Itradforil. ).; J. W'asson,
of McComb, O.; F. D. Kosenberger,
of Lelpslc, O.; Isaac Fruntz, of Pleasant Hill, (.; A. F. Mikesell. of Dexter, and M. N. Mikesell, of Springer.
Changes in l'. s. Clerks.
Miss May W. Church has been
transferred from the United States
land office at Dardanelle, Ark., as a
clerk to the United States land office
at Koswell, N. M.
The register and receiver of the
United States land otllee at Clayton,
Union county, have been authorized
to employ temporary clerks to fill the
vacancies caused by the resignation
of W. H. Hartlett and Mr. Phillips,
who have been clerks in that oflice
for some time.
Mr. llartlett will
come to this city to accept the clerkship In the oflice of Land Commissioner Robert P. Krvien.
place

The Elk's Tooth

For catarrh, let me send you free,
Just to prove merit, a trial size box
of Dr. Shoop'a Cough Remedy. It Is
a snow white, creamy, healing antiseptic balm that gives Instant relief
to catarrh of the nose and throat.
Make the free test and see. Address
Dr. Shoo p. Kaclue, Wis. Large Jars
SO cents.
Sold by ail druggists.

COME

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE GITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Or

The Isle of Mystery

Thos. F. Keleher
lEVOES HEADY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 800 Square Feet.
PALMETTO II OOP PAINT
Slops Icaks. Lasts Five Years.

a
Given Ily
Albuquerque I.otlgC No.
O. E.

P.

H.

4AI,

ruary
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OUGHgant

Surest and Uuickest Cure for sUl
THROAT and LUNO XBAOB.
LES, or MONEY BACK.
MOTT'S

Notice Is hereby given that George
N. M.,
ha
Klrochima, of
filed notice of his Intention to make
proof in support of his
final five-yeclaim, viz.:
Homestead entry No.
6843. made September 12, 1902, for
the N i NW V SW 'i NV U and
XW U SW '4. section 18, township
7 N, range 4 W, and that said proof
will be made before Sllvestre Mlra-baU. S. Court Commissioner at San
Rafael. N. M , on May 6. 1907.
He names the follow lug w itnesses
to prove his continuous
residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
viz: Charles Carr, Iyirenzo Romero,
Juan Palle, Jose M. Caeo, all of
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OPIl WORK

AND THE BILL

will stand comparison with the best
of 'em. The work Is as near perfection as humans can attain the price
therefor as cheap as anybody should
expect. We do all kinds of sanitary
plumbing and gas fitting, and charge
you not Immoderately.
Let us estimate on your next necessity In our
line.
JOSEPH W. HESSELDEN,
RALPH DUNBAR.

Standard Plumbing & Heating Go

irrttttioua or ulcarMlolit
menu Msoibrkoa.
ruuiMt, Bun hui Minn.
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Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway
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& RIO GRANDE

through the fertile San Lule valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

For Information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address.

S. K. HOOPER,

General

Paengcr
Denver,

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

Ticket Agent
Colo.

Fresh and SM

Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLIKNWORT
Masonic Building, North Third

0. A. SLEYSTE&
INSURANCE, REAL E9TA13S
NOTART PUBLIC;
Rooms 12 and
Albuquerque.

Cromwell Plortr.
Telephone N. Us.

14

Give ns your ROUGH DRV wwk.
Monday, and get It back Wodaeadaa.
Imperial Laundry Co.

Ka9mamatat9ac
K40404KaK404K40Oa
A
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Railway Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS,
MAIL AND
PLIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER TIIK MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
I

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

Im-

provement Co.
MH

BECKER,

Pies

WM. M. 6ERGER,

THE LOTS OFFERED ARB IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OP LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE TEAR.
II
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
TOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec'y

-

mm

uojflBoew
mm.

NORTH THIRD 8T.

All Klnda of

ee reiuat.

TO BELEN, N, M.

toti a

LINE"

to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and

.

I

WOOL.

with Raube and Mauger-Oflic- e,
115 North First Be
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

this line with us.

"SHORT

RAILROAD

MEN AND WOMEN.

t

W. E. 1MAUGER

r iiiw VI
iiiiot

'in,

fl Him &1 fn.i.hn.lnt.1
ditrtatrnM.iAflitiuinattuDa.

Secretary Mutual Building Asnsas
Uon. OfBce at 917 West Pi 11ns
avenue.

Dealers In Groceries, Pro virions, Hay,
Grain and Puel.
-

DENYER
m

It.

rmm

Our ROUGH DRY work aon's have
Imperial Laun-

iMARVELWhlrlingSpray

4

INSURANCE.

to be washed over.
dry Co.

ana mould know
uiuvmira
ftlwut Ibm wonderful
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BY

A. E. WALKER,,

Register.

Every Woman

f AJbl

Room 10, N. T. ArmUo BuUdlasr

Ii-gun- a,

N. M.
MANUEL

-

aiwn

womanhood,
of nrrann aid ey. Htm
known rmri fur vhsmsi sMsaasaM
tHvm. I'annni do hnrm Ml aw.
Aptimri a ulfitimr".
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i
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LOANS.
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PILLS

PENNYROYAL

Automatlo Phone

11MI7.

4M

Free Trial.

'OLDS

DON J.RANKIN & CO.

NOTICE IXlt PI I1L1CATION.
Department of the Interior, lund
otllee at Santa Fe, N. M., March 26,

rvl

60c

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL. E9TAT

Sl.oo

Tickets

tot

friea
$1.00

ONSUMPTION

forC

50

'

I

Discovery

Nov

fOH

mt

couch
thi LUNGS

Dr. lung's

WITH

Wsf Railroad Annua

408

Cos- Magnificent Scenery, lleuiitiful
KlTecta.
Novel
Klertrienl
tunics,

To

and C. ORATOR

C. A.

toirlrltrt
vrloptntnt

People in the Cast

50

IlEWARU

S200

Is offered for the capture of
tlmo Pettlne, the murderer of Be;
detto Berardlnelll. Crime was
mltted In Albuquerque Monday.

JAP-A-LA- C.

a
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0
0
0
0

IT'S HCRC GALORE!

$500,000.
iVAUGII

Lonesome.

Ftittelle Ftit nittir e Company
l

For Summer Comfort?

Golden Courier Mining Company Capitalized for

all old stock carpet in order to make room for our New
spring stock of Rugs and Carpets we are receiving daily.
Call and make your selection
and we will make the price
fight.
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Are You on the Lookout
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Sweep Sale
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rACE EIGHT.

in. j

PERSONAL

Spring Styles

!at

i:rui.it rouixwsT.

tciierally
4.
Denver. Colo., April
corro, made their home In this city
fair toniKhl and Friday, except showenst to-- 1 and have
ami
extrenie
colder in
ers
many friend here who will
sell t
sympathise with the husband In his

in Women's Oxfords
and comfort the feet.

When You Want to Buy,
C- -ll

V

1

Whether
At Home
Or Abroad

1

Household Goods
Keep busy until you
find the

Star Furniture Co.
COAL

nine-poun-

After the ilull ami cheerless winter
we like to lay a.ildc our heavy garments and don something now and
bright.

D

bereavement.
Worknfcn Imi.mii digging hides for
(".. NIRISKN
trolley wire poles on Second street
this afternoon for the cut off which
will connect the smith Second street
214 Wett Gold Avnue
Be a credit to the
line with the lumber mill line. Superweek.
Horn, to Mr and Mr. Y. M. !dl. intendent Chadbourne expects to have
town in which you
the connection made within thirty
of SI.'. South Kdlth oil eet, yexter- - days.
d
hoy.
day, a
live. We'll
The
of Judge (icorgo (kmnliie American block. per
The regular meeting of the Wo- I'ralg. ifcondition
ton
. . .Sfl.M
changed at all. was slightly
man's club will take place tomorrow, belter today. The judge is suffering Ccrrlllos Lnmp .
you the clothes that
. . .S8.50
as usual, at 3:" p. m.
with rheumatism which has settled In Anthracite Nnt .
. . . .S8.M)
Hart,
will do it.
The ladies of the ( 'iiiik r k i ional the feet. There were no arrests In Anthracite mixed
.SB.00
Church gave u delightful tea in the poee circles last night, thus no police Anthracite,
stove
.and
.furnace
&
Marx
Schaffner
church parlors this afternoon.
court was held this morning and besizes
9.50
The ladies of the (1. A. II. will meet cause of this the Judge made no ef- Clean
clothes, all wool, fit,
Gas Coke
S6.00
tomorrow afternoon with Mrs. John fort to leave his home. It Is thought
be will be able in be about town in
WOOD.
'Caldwell. 217 West Silver avenue.
tailoring. Price right
Grwn Mill Wood, per load . . . . $2.25
Arthur-Tessler- .
Jeweler at the Cell a few days.
his
to
store,
Is confined
tral drug
W.
home today with a slight Illness.
.ill-..- "
1
DIVORCED ON TUESDAY
..1...
I.. ..ti 41.!..
.in.-- , .iij.
:u ijok. i ' i iii. i i..
Both Phones.
but lately employed III the gambling
house of J. A. Jones, at Williams
TilciiT: x"Ti clfiYi Tsri u v iTil s
Ariz., has returned to the city.
AND IS BRIDE ON
TIIANOI.H E POWDER
Manager Malson, of the Klks'
Plenty of other good
2Sc
INSTANT POWDER
opera house, announces that Mary
35c
atINTERNATIONAL POWDER .. 25c
suits at
Mannerlng will be one. of the star
PRAITS' POWDER
25c
tractions at the opera house during
I.OI
SE
PAINT
oo
May.
the month of
PIIENO IILORO I.IOrtD
25c
Stated communication of Temple
TW ENTY-- I IVE 4'EN'T CAN" PIIE-Nlodge No. 6. A. F. & A. M, at S
;
LIA)NS
IILORO MAKES 15
Work In the
o'clock this evening.
'I L IXM'sE K I I.LI It. ALL
Py order of i. W. M. Airs. Belle Beach Becomes 'IPOWERI
K. A. degree.
HE
ABOVE
DESTROYERS
ARE
J. C. Ferger, secretary.
EASILY APPLIED AND PERFECT- Let Us Show You
Copyright 1907 by
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Whltten have
E.
Mrs.
Wife
I
Nye,
Allen
V SAFE.
4
E. W. 1'EE,
S.
Hart Schaffher W Marx
I IRST STREET.
returned nfter having spent a very
California.
wet winter In southern
of Baseball Pitcher.
Mr. Whltten Is one of the largij real
HAVE VOIR PHOTO TAKEV
city.
NOW. STAMP Pld'ERES 25 CENTS
of
owners
the
estale
DOZEN" AND I P, KODAK
PER
Miss ltertha Staab, Paul Staah and
liranted a divorce on Tuesday;
A SPECIALTY. PHOTO PIL- F C. Lurrabee passed through the
on
Thursday.
This is the OW COVERS ON JAPANESE SILK.
cily today on the California limited married
career
rather
meteoric
matrimonial
OCR WORK IS OP It iCARANTEE.
where of
I'll route for Pasadena, Cal.,
the bride of Allen K. Nye. the STARR STIDIO, 218 WEST OOLD
they will spend a few mouths.
pitcher.
base
ball
A EN I E.
A very enjoyable dance was given
" he bride Is the divorced wife of
last night by the Commercial club. Preston .Beach, who went to Hot
n
(This was the
dance given Springs, Ark., some
ago.
The
the club and was well attended. grounds upon whichtime
b'
Judge Abbott
Music was furnished by Kills' ore lies-- 1 granted Mrs. teach a decree of
sep
tri..
aration on Tuesday morning were
Mr. and Mrs. William Morris re- those of cruel and Inhuman treat
turned to the city last night from ment. At the time of the divorce
spending a two weeks' honeymoon on Mrs. lieacli. who apparently was sufMr. Morris Is fering from great mental anxiety on
the Pacific coast.
proprietor of the Jewelry store In the account of her matrimonial troubles.
115-11- 7
X. T. Armljo building.
said that she would never marry
Annua council No. 1, Degree of
kxs
uetwoen rraiiroaa ana epppar Jtve., lei. 7
The Mcintosh Browns' India rub
Pocahontas, will hold a regular meetEntertatn-men- t ber arm
pitcher has evidently Ining tonight at s o'cluck.
and refreshments will follow duced her to change her mind, with
the meeting. All Red Men are cor- the ever ready assistance of the Indomitable Cupid.
dially Invited to attend.
happy nuptial knot in which
Hon. W. 1. Murray, of Silver City, Mr.I he
passed through the city last night en prettyNye tiguies as the groom and tho
Lewie Belle Beach as the
route home from a business trip to bride, Mrs.
was tied this morning at the
STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES
represented parsonage
Mr. Murray
Denver.
of the First Methodist
(Jrant county in the council of the
by
Hev.
church
Hollins.
The hour
HARNESS
SADDLERY
late legislative assembly.
was 10
and at 1 o'clock this
Dr. J. T. Kasey of Salisbury, Mo., afternoono'clock,
reporter
the
Mr.
found
and
und his sister, Mrs. Eliza W. MeC'ans, Mrs. Nye comfortably domiciled In
AGENTS FOR
arrived In Albuquerque yesterday and cosy rooms in an apartment house at
will remain for several weeks, the
south Fourth street.
guests of theU relatives, Mr. and Mrs. IU"3
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
we did It this morning." said
S. Li. Iturton, of 61U
South Walter the"Yes,
husky base ball player. "We instreet.
3
tended to: get married last night, but
John Deere Plows and Implements
Mr. and Mrs. It. Spitz have returncouldn't get to It. We Intended to
ed from an extended visit to New keep it a secret, but now that the re
York, where Mr. Spitz went to
porters have found us. we might as
Winona Wagons
McCormick Mowers and Repairs
for the Phoenix Dry Goods well give up."
company. He became very III while
Mr. Nye is foreman of the
air
in New York, but Is much better now rooms at the Santa
Fe shops.
He
and able to attend to business.
came to Albuquerque more than a
On account of the Illness of Judge year ago from San Bernardino, and Is
Craig yesterday, the only
police one or tne most trusted employes of
court business of the day, an Isleta me local csanta Fe shops, to say nothIndian charged with being drunk and ing of being one of the best base ball
disorderly, was taken before Judge pitchers that ever twirled a horse- McOlellan. Judge McClellan gave the hide. Ha failed to show un at the
red fifteen days in the county Jail.
shops this morning and some anxiety
Helen Is to have a new milk wagon. was relt by the shop officials for fear
The Albuquerque Carriage company they had lost so good a man. When
Is making it.
K. W. Campbell Is the, told this, the blushlnle groom said
prospective owner of the new wagon, that he was otherwise occupied, and
appears
In Helen the that was why he was not at work.
and when it
Mrs. Heach came originally from
town as well as Mr. Campbell hlmelf
will be very proud of it, so elegant Paolo, Kau., and has a large circle
oi menus nere.
will be its appearance.
The Jury In the case of Goldsmith
Hros., of Los Angeles, vs. Charles
Helsch, in relation to liaehechl & MATINEE ON SATUR
Gloml, failed to agree.
The plaintiffs sought to make the firm of UaDAY AFTERNOON
chechl & tilonil pay for liquor
shipped to Helsch In a car In which
were goods consigned to the above .11
i:II.K MIXSTHKLS T HI.
named firm.
KKPI'.ATKD
AT ELKS' OPKIIA
A. J. Hye received a telegram yesHOl'SIC, SATURDAY
AFTERterday announcing the death of his
NOON,
APRIL .
lo ot her, Herbert, w hich occurred at
the hitter's home in Chicago. The
In response to the minwrmiu
yr uug man spent a short time in this quests of the neonle
of the
ti.t.
city last fall for the benefit of his woman s club has decided to.it.again
health and has a number of friends Put the Juvenile Minstrels ok H.o
here, who will regret to hear of his boards.
uemlse.
This nerformance Is one r.f tii.Mrs. E. A. Sturgeon, of Salem, O., oesi or its kind ever offered to un
arrived in the city this morning from Albuoueruue audience.
mi
Sin
Long Beach, Cal., where she had clair, who has the mlniii-.iin
been upending a few mouths with a charge, has displayed a talent for her
daughter.
She will stay a short worn wnicn borders on genius. Tho
time here with her daughter and hus- little tots in the cast have caught the
band, Mr. and Mrs. F. II. Shaffer, spirit of the Instructress to such a
after which she will proceed east and degree that the
Rhnw i
i
growing delight from start to finish.
sail on May 29 for Europe.
At Monday evenings performance
Walter Francis will continue to his
t 13. 1 to,
mouth rirut
new home at Oakland, Cal., tonight, almost every number was greeted
Net
dot, 4oa, North
rirmtmtroot
days' visit In the city wun a storm, of applause.
after a few
Each
person
s
nndiBiiea
k
Franc-Iin
that
uni
Mr.
has just come from St.
Louis, Mo., where he went a few- walking advertisement f.ie
weeks ago to get instructions regard- mtiunee. cio uouoi tne opera house
ing the work he has been appointed win do crowded on that occasion.
Children under IS vears of mra in
to do.
Mr. Francis will be Oakland
agent for a large Implement house o annulled lor 25 cents.
A.luita
fjO cents.
of St. Louis.
Among the very worst minstrel
The
Aid socle! v of I he ir- iihows yet to come to Albuquerque byterlunLiiiies'
will give a measurmay be classed the Rufus Hast us ing social church
In
church parlors Friorganization,
which occupied tha day evening, the
April 6. Program
boards at the F.Iks' opera house last refresh merits free. Bring a nickel and
for
night.
The jokes were threadbare. every foot of your height und a penny
and to make a poor proposition ap km- me exira incites. T.UI
people
In
pear worse than It really was, tho demand.
wearing npparvl of the performers
was also threadbare.
The only re
Women's house shoes, toe slippers,
strap sandals and Julletes; neat looking, well wearing, easy on the foot.
CANNOT refrain from again saying something about Home InPrices range from $1.10 to $2.25. C
surance,
Every time that the proposition present Itself of the
May's Shoe Store, 314 Railroad Ave.
tremendous amount of money that Is being lent out of New
Mexico and Arlsona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the conTICKETS EOUGHT. SOLD
viction cornea home with Increased force that a home company ought to
AND EXCHANGED
be patronised and the money remain in the West.
,
AiiootitloB Offlea
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
TnnsMotloBt
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
Cuaraottta
emphaslxe the fact that the people of the West should atop pouring their
ROSENFIEID'S, 118 W. R. R, Ave.
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
Have you any musical in
more and mora Its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies in the amount of busitrument that needs repairs?
Why cannot this same record be made here?
ness written.
It can If
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
Bring it or ship it to
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
Learnard & Llndemann
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Artxona
owned
la
and controlled by the leading business men of the two terriIn
Largest music dealers
the southoffers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and
tories,
west w ho have engaged the services of
and women to sell Its policies.
Captain V. W. Sleight Is reported
seriously 111 at St. Joseph's hospital.
Col. 1. K. It. Sellers, lite successful
renl estate man. Is expected home next

They delight the eye

TlllRsDW. APRIL I. IM7.

choo-choo-
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CI1IZEN.

deeming- feature of the performance
was an automobile stunt done by on
H. Dixon.
Dixon rould reproduce
all the toot-toos
of
and
the automobile to perfection.
night
of
ord reached the city
the death of Mrs. W. It. Crabtree,
which took place nt Socorro yesterday noon.
The deceased was tiv
wife of a Well known contractor. Mr.
and Mrs. Crabtieo previous to nbout
a year ago, when they moved to So-

LOCAL AND

( 314 WEST RAILROAD AVE

EVEN 1X0

show

,
,

I
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H. HAHN &CO.

'

The graceful lines of our new spring
styles dellnht the eve their perfect fit
make the eet comfortable and their
splendid wear nnd our low prices are
easy on the pocketbook.
Patent Kill Oxford. .$2.50 to S3.50
. 1.50 to
Vlel Kill Oxforcls. .
3.50j
liiin Tkfctnl Oxfords . . 2.50 to 3.50
. 1.50 to
2.00
i van Oxfords
.

.

$18 to $28

mm.

i

$10 to $16.50

O

,

002-C0-

BRICHAM
Headquarters

C. N.
118-12-

5.

0

for Coffee

2nd.

I'l.N-IMIIN- O

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees

Packages, 25c and S5c per lb.
1 lb. tins, 4 Be.

tins, 85c.
.tins, 11.00.

lb

post-Lente-

Capitol Coffee
bucket,

b.

premium,

with

Golden Gate coffee
- lb. tins, 40c.
- lb. tins, tOc.
nothing like It In the city. Try

1

,

1-

41.00.

2-

Something unique
Bulk coffee, 20c to 40c

a

NORTH FIRST STREET

GEO. W. HICKOX

T. Y. MAYNARD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

I

MEXICO'S

LEADING

SOUTH

SECOND

I

ST.

s

THE WAGNER

HARDWARE

Plumbers

W R.R.Ave.

321-32-

3

GO,

Tinners

Alaska Refrigerators
Our

,u

..jnjMU-w.-

s,.y

.

Line of
Refrigerators
-

is the

rite

r

KCIlrgl

most
complete
in the city

I

.

"iff7 '
Ir"

Coolers

o

Harvesting Machinery
Not Made by the Trust

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- Less for .Repairs - - -

Water
C

0O

.

r.

"

Water

O
O

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

tain Ice
Cream
Freezers

n.'

H

Wholesale Distributors

Savin

-

PJHercUvanilts

.

JEWFLERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

Napdvsare

Filter

FULLY WARRANTED

a

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

ttr.

Write
Io Prices
tr(
Albuquerque

Mexico

-

THE

EVERITT

Palace

Diamond
RAILROAD

or

tr..'

auuAf

,n

OF

AVE

IE

Home Insurance the Best

'

WE

STETSON

R.R

SPECIAL
The

finest production of the best Hat
Makers of this country is the Stetson
Special Derby for 1907.
We received
it by express so it's late right up to the

minute. All the newest novelties in
soft hats are on display.
dt
7
MV

Ii

awavavv

H. K. Spencer

expert repairman, formerly of the
STROBER FACTORY, Chicago. III.
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Tuninj and Reflnishing
2Utt

V.

AI.IUgi'ERQl'E,

a special;;.--

.

GOLD AVE.
NEW WMEXICO

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
lUaasaSaasV
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